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Introduction
Welcome to Shelston IP’s round
up of Australian and New Zealand
trade mark cases for 2020.
While there were plenty of cases in 2020,
we have selected a few which we think are
interesting and provide an indication of the
types of issues dealt with by the Courts and
Trade Marks Office throughout the year.
See below for a quick snapshot of each case
followed by a more detailed discussion of the
main issues that arose in each case.

Snapshots
Australia
Hashtag Burgers Pty Ltd v
In-N-Out Burgers, Inc
[2020] FCAFC 235
The Full Federal Court considered an appeal by
Hashtag Burgers Pty Ltd against the first instance
decision that Hashtag had infringed an In-N-Out
trade mark registration owned by In-N-Out Burgers,
Inc and engaged in passing off and misleading
and deceptive conduct in breach of the Australian
Consumer Law by using DOWN-N-OUT in connection
with promoting and selling hamburgers. In-N-Out
Burgers, Inc also cross-appealed the initial decision
that the directors of Hashtag Burgers Pty Ltd were
not personally liable for the conduct of the company
after it was incorporated.

Urban Alley Brewery Pty Ltd v
La Sirène Pty Ltd
[2020] FCAFC 186
The Full Federal Court has upheld the primary judge’s
decision to cancel Urban Alley Brewery Pty Ltd’s
registration for “Urban Ale”. The decision considers
the issue of distinctiveness and highlights important
lessons regarding the enforcement of trade marks
which have descriptive significance, within the trade
and relevant market.
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Combe International Ltd v
Dr August Wolff GmbH & Co.
KG Arzneimittel
[2021] FCAFC 8
Combe International Ltd has successfully appealed
the first instance decision of the Federal Court, in
which the primary judge held that VAGISAN was
not deceptively similar to Combe’s prior registered
VAGISIL marks. The Full Federal Court has concluded
that the primary judged erred in his approach to
assessing whether VAGISAN is deceptively similar
to VAGISIL, deciding that VAGISAN is deceptively
similar and refusing trade mark registration of
VAGISAN as a result.

Ceramiche Caesar S.p.A. v
Caesarstone Ltd
[2020] FCAFC 124
The Full Federal Court decided that the primary
judge had erred in finding “honest concurrent” use of
the CAESARSTONE mark. The decision also considers
the requirements for “quality control” and a finding of
“authorised use”.

Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission v
Kimberly-Clark Australia Pty Ltd
[2020] FCAFC 107
The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission has lost its Full Federal Court appeal
alleging that Kimberly-Clark Australia had misled and
deceived consumers, by representing on its website
www.kleenex-cottonelle.com.au and on product
packaging, that its Kleenex Cottonelle Flushable
wipes were suitable for flushing down toilets. The Full
Federal Court found that Kimberley-Clark had not
engaged in misleading conduct by using “Flushable”
on product packaging and in advertising.

Allergan Australia Pty Ltd v
Self Care IP Holdings Pty Ltd
[2020] FCA 1530
Allergan alleged that various references to the
BOTOX trade mark, which were made by Self Care in
marketing its skin treatment products, amounted to
infringement of BOTOX trade mark registrations.
There has been little case law in Australia concerning
trade mark infringement by referencing thirdparty trade marks when advertising or referring to
competing or similar products. Consequently, the
present case is significant.

While s122(1)(d) of the Trade Marks Act 1995 provides
that there is no infringement when a person uses
a trade mark “for the purposes of comparative
advertising”, this provision does not seem to have
been argued in the case. Rather, the principal
defence to infringement was based upon claims that
there was no use of BOTOX “as a trade mark”, which
is a prerequisite for a finding of infringement. It was
also argued that there was no use of a deceptively
similar trade mark.

PDP Capital Pty Ltd v
Grasshopper Ventures Pty Ltd
[2020] FCA 1078
There was no sweet victory for the owners of the
WICKED SISTER trade mark, used mostly for dairy
desserts, in their attempt to prevent use of the
WICKED trade mark for dipping sauces and related
products. This case involved numerous issues relating
to competing registrations, infringement and validity,
but ultimately PDP Capital was unsuccessful in its
claims against Grasshopper Ventures for trade mark
infringement, misleading and deceptive conduct
under the Australian Consumer Law and passing off
under the common law.

Pinnacle Runway Pty Ltd v
Triangl Limited
[2019] FCA 1662

National Australia Bank Limited
[2020] ATMO 41
National Australia Bank has successfully relied upon
its significant reputation in Australia to overcome
citations of prior rights and secure acceptance of a
composite logo mark incorporating the words “the
bridge”. The Registrar followed the previous decision
of the Full Federal Court in Registrar of Trade Marks
v Woolworths [1999] FCA 1020, which held that in
certain circumstances, an applicant’s reputation may
be considered as a “surrounding circumstance” when
determining whether two marks should be regarded
as “deceptively similar”.

Long Way Home Holdings Pty Ltd v
Saroo Brierly Enterprises Pty Ltd
[2020] ATMO 109
In this Trade Marks Office decision, the issue of
whether a film title functions as a trade mark has
again been discussed.

New Zealand
Pharmazen Limited v Anagenix IP Limited
[2020] NZCA 306

In this decision, the Federal Court considered whether
the use of a word to indicate a particular style of bikini
constituted use of the word as a trade mark.

The New Zealand Court of Appeal has issued a
decision that upholds decisions by the Trade Marks
Office and High Court, finding that concurrent use
of the trade marks ACTAZIN and ActiPhen is likely to
cause confusion.

Question: When is a name that is used to distinguish,
not being used to distinguish?

In Australia, a Trade Marks Office decision found that
the marks are not deceptively similar.

Answer: When it is a style name.

Is this just a case of differing views or does it tell
us something more about differences between
assessments in the two countries?

Lamont v Malishus & Ors (No.4)
[2019] FCCA 3206
Justice Manousaridis of the Federal Circuit Court
handed down his decision in the trade mark dispute
over use of the name “MALISHUS”. The Court found
infringement of MALISHUS trade mark registrations
through use of that word in domain names and on
Facebook pages offering for sale clothing in Australia.

Frucor Suntory New Zealand Limited v
Energy Beverages LLC
[2020] NZIPOTM 5
In this decision of the Intellectual Property Office
of New Zealand, Energy Beverages LLC was
unsuccessful in its application for revocation of a
green colour mark owned by Frucor Suntory New
Zealand Limited.
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In-N-Out make
mincemeat of
Hashtag Burgers
Hashtag Burgers Pty Ltd v
In-N-Out Burgers, Inc
[2020] FCAFC 235
Read the Decision
Judges: Nicholas, Yates and Burley JJ

Authors
Nathan Sinclair and Sean McManis

The Parties
In-N-Out Burgers, Inc (INO) is an American company
that has, for many years, operated a chain of burger
restaurants in the United States. The business was
founded in 1948 and the company was incorporated
on 1 March 1963. It is a family owned private company,
which operates a chain of restaurants in California,
Arizona, Oregon, Nevada, Texas and Utah. As at May
2016, there were over 300 In-N-Out restaurants in the
United States. They include restaurants in locations
such as Fisherman’s Wharf in San Francisco, Sunset
Boulevard in Hollywood and South Sepulveda
Boulevard in Westchester, Los Angeles, which is within
a mile of LAX airport.

Hashtag used
various logos and
names comprising
or incorporating the
phrase DOWN-N-OUT
in connection with
promoting and selling hamburgers (including the
logo depicted above), and also used the phrases
“animal style” and “protein style” in its advertising.

Background
INO established its website around June 1999 and an
online store was established in May 2004, allowing
promotional merchandise to be purchased around
the world, including from Australia. In 2013 there were
37,631 visitors to the website from Australia. In 2014
there were 50,108, in 2015 61,988 and in 2016 there
were 78,098 visitors.
Over the years 2012 to 2017, INO hosted one pop-up
event each year in Australia and in 2018 it hosted two
pop-up events. At the 2017 event, 400 burgers and
420 T-shirts were sold, prior to that sales were below
300 burgers.
Prior to incorporating Hashtag on 23 June 2017, the
directors of Hashtag conducted their own pop-up
event in June 2015 using the logo depicted below:

In May 2016, they had the following logos designed:

Hashtag Burgers Pty Ltd (Hashtag) is an Australian
company that promotes and sells hamburgers. It was
incorporated in 2017.

The Trade Marks
INO owns various Australian trade mark registrations
for an IN-N-OUT BURGER logo (depicted below as
registered in black and white and as used in colour);
the word mark IN-N-OUT BURGER; and the word
marks ANIMAL STYLE and PROTEIN STYLE.
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They then advertised an event to be held on 7 June
2016 with a media release titled “Sydney’s Answer to
In-N-Out Burgers has finally arrived” in which they
referred to “the cheekily named Down-N-Out” and
advertised “secret menu hacks such as Animal Style
and Protein Style”.

When it opened, the pop-up used the first Down-NOut logo shown above, and outside the premises the
following sign was displayed:

Following this, the business received a letter of
demand from INO, in response to which there were
denials concerning use of Animal Style and Protein
Style. It also denied that use of Down-N-Out infringed
any INO trade mark registrations claiming that the
business had received legal advice and asserting that:
This expression has its own separate and distinct
meaning in the English language which is unlikely
to conflict with the meaning of “In-N-Out”. Further,
the word Down also relates to “Down Under” which
relates to the fact that we are an Australian business.
It was, however, indicated that use of the Arrow
designs would cease.
Subsequently, there was use of the following designs:

Hashtag appealed this decision by challenging the
finding of deceptive similarity. Further, Hashtag
challenged Justice Katzman’s conclusion that Kagan
and Saliba adopted the marks for the deliberate
purpose of appropriating INO’s marks, branding or
reputation. Hashtag also challenged the primary
judge’s findings concerning misleading or deceptive
conduct and passing off.
INO filed a cross-appeal regarding the liability of
Kagan and Saliba after the date on which Hashtag
was incorporated.

The Full Court Decision
TM Infringement by Hashtag
Hashtag alleged the following errors were made by the
primary judge when assessing deceptive similarity:
1. failing to give weight to the presence of the word
BURGER in the INO trade marks;
2. failing to assess the effect of the arrows in the
composite INO trade marks;
3. placing undue emphasis on the “N-OUT” aspect of
the INO trade marks and attributing insufficient
significance to the difference between “DOWN” /
“D#WN” and “IN”;
4. failing to give sufficient weight to the difference in
meaning between the respective marks, and the
ideas conveyed by those marks;
5. placing significant or dispositive weight on
aural similarity and setting aside material visual
differences between the marks;
6. framing the central question as one focused on
imperfect recollection; and
7. placing apparent weight on evidence of confusion
from social media posts and no weight on the
absence of evidence of actual confusion.

Previous Decision
In the primary decision, Katzman J held that use
of Down-N-Out infringed a registration for In-NOut and that the Hashtag directors, Benjamin
Kagan and Andrew Saliba, were jointly and severally
liable for trade mark infringement, passing off and
misleading and deceptive conduct in breach of s18
of the Australian Consumer Law (ACL) for conduct
prior to 23 June 2017, being the date on which
Hashtag was incorporated.

The Full Federal Court unanimously dismissed
Hashtag’s appeal in relation to trade mark
infringement. Justices Nicolas, Yates and Burley did
not accept any of Hashtag’s criticisms, concluding
they paid insufficient regard to the rigour with which
the primary judge approached her judgment. While
their Honours confirmed that the “idea” or “meaning”
of a mark has a role to play in determining deceptive
similarity, this only forms a part of the overall analysis.
Separately, Hashtag challenged the primary judge’s
conclusion that Kagan and Saliba acted dishonestly in
adopting their trade marks.

Shelston IP  Established. Excellence.
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In relation to this, the Court found that her Honour
erred in her findings of dishonesty but that did not
vitiate the primary judge’s conclusions as to intention
or deceptive similarity because:
• a finding of dishonesty is not a necessary part of the
assessment; and
• her Honour separately found the requisite intention
to cause confusion on the part of Kagan and Saliba.

ACL and Passing Off
Hashtag also appealed the primary judge’s decision
in relation to allegations of misleading or deceptive
conduct arising under s18 of the ACL and the tort of
passing off on the bases that:
1. the impugned marks are not deceptively similar to
the names or logos used in INO’s registered marks;
2. the different trade dress, get-up, uniforms, décor,
menus and other trade indicia adopted by the
respective businesses, when combined with the
parties’ different trading names, dispelled any real
danger of deception occurring; and
3. the primary judge wrongly applied the measure
of “imperfect recollection” when considering the
response of the notional consumer.
The Full Federal Court rejected Hashtag’s first
claim for the same reasons as the trade mark
infringement ground outlined above. While the
Court acknowledged that Katzman J used the
phrase “imperfect recollection”, it was satisfied that
her Honour applied the applicable test correctly.
In this regard, Hashtag did not challenge Justice
Katzman’s finding that a not insignificant number
of members of the relevant class of consumer
would have been led to consider that there was
an association of some kind between INO and the
people behind DOWN-N-OUT.
Hashtag also submitted that in order to uphold
a claim of passing off, there must be goodwill in
the relevant mark (in the sense of a business with
customers in the jurisdiction). However, their Honours
confirmed the longstanding principle in Australia
that it is not necessary to have a place of business
in Australia in order to maintain a passing off action.
It is sufficient that the goods have a reputation in
Australia to a sufficient degree to establish that there
is a likelihood of deception among consumers, and
potential consumers, and of damage to its reputation
– see ConAgra Inc v McCain Foods (Aust) Pty Ltd
[1992] FCA 176.
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Cross-Appeal by INO
INO cross-appealed Justice Katzman’s decision that
Kagan and Saliba were not liable for the period after
the date on which Hashtag was incorporated, arguing
that Kagan and Saliba were liable as joint tortfeasors
for infringing conduct which took place after that
date. Contrary to the primary judge’s finding,
their Honours concluded that Kagan and Saliba’s
conduct as individuals went beyond the threshold of
performing their proper roles as directors to that of
joint tortfeasors on the basis that:
• Kagan and Saliba were the sole directors of
Hashtag;
• Kagan and Saliba made decisions as to Hashtag’s
management;
• Kagan and Saliba alone received the profits derived
from Hashtag;
• There was no significant difference between the
way that Kagan and Saliba operated the business
before incorporation and the way in which they
operated it through the corporate vehicle after it
was formed; and
• Kagan and Saliba were knowingly involved in
Hashtag’s wrongdoing.
The Full Federal Court therefore dismissed Hashtag’s
appeal on all grounds and allowed INO’s cross-appeal.
The Court ordered: (i) costs for the appeal against
Hashtag; and (ii) costs for the cross-appeal against
Kagan and Saliba.

The Significance
There can be a fine line between inspiration and
association. In trying to be clever and ‘cheeky’,
Hashtag apparently crossed the line in this case.
This case should serve as a reminder that there are
risks associated with adopting and using brands that
are inspired by other brands already within the same
space. This is especially the case where the other
brand has a reputation in the Australian market and
references to the other brand are overtly made in
promotional materials and activities.
The decision also reinforces that company directors
can be liable as joint tortfeasors, providing an
example of circumstances in which such liability may
be found.

Background and Issues

“Urban Ale”
Trade Mark
Registration
Cancelled for
Descriptiveness
Urban Alley Brewery Pty Ltd v
La Sirène Pty Ltd
[2020] FCAFC 186
Read the Decision

Urban Alley sued La Sirène for trade mark
infringement, claiming that La Sirène’s use of “Urban
Pale” infringed its Urban Ale Mark.
Urban Alley also sought cancellation of La Sirène’s
trade mark registration for the URBAN PALE label.
La Sirène filed a cross claim for cancellation of the
registration of Urban Alley’s Urban Ale Mark under
s88(1)(a) of the Trade Marks Act 1995 on the basis that:
• the Urban Ale Mark is not capable of distinguishing
beer products (s41(1)); and
• the Urban Ale Mark was deceptively similar to an
earlier third party mark “Urban Brewing Company”,
registered under Registration No. 1760362 and
covering beer (s44(1)).

Judges: Middleton, Yates and Lee JJ

Previous Decision

Authors

In the primary decision Justice O’Bryan cancelled the
Urban Ale Mark on both grounds, finding that:

Michelle Howe and Sean McManis

• Urban Ale was not capable of distinguishing
beers because the ordinary signification of the
combination “urban” and “ale” was of a craft beer
brewed in an inner-city location; and
• Urban Ale was deceptively similar to the earlier
Urban Brewing Company mark.

The Parties
Urban Alley Brewery Pty Ltd (Urban Alley) is a
producer and distributor of craft beer sold in bottles
and cans which are brewed at its “brewpub” in
Docklands, Melbourne.
La Sirène Pty Ltd (La Sirène) is also a producer and
distributor of craft beer which is produced from its
brewery located in Alphington, Melbourne.

The Trade Marks
Urban Alley was the owner of trade mark no. 1775261
dated 14 Jun 2016, being “Urban Ale” for “beer” in class
32 (Urban Ale Mark).
La Sirène is the registered
owner for trade mark no.
1961656 for the following
logo registered for “beer”
in class 32 and which it
used on its beer product
launched in October 2016:

La Sirène also sought cancellation of the Urban Ale
Mark registration on the basis that Urban Alley was
not the owner of the Urban Ale Mark due to the
earlier registration for “Urban Brewing Company”
(s58). This particular argument was dismissed on the
basis that the marks were not substantially identical.
While there was no infringement because the Urban
Ale registration was cancelled, the primary judge
went on to consider whether La Sirène’s use of its
URBAN PALE label would have infringed the Urban
Ale registration, and if so, whether it had defences to
infringement that:
• La Sirène used URBAN PALE in good faith to
indicate the kind, quality or other characteristics of
the products (s 122(1)(b)(i); and
• La Sirène was exercising its rights to use the
mark as registered (s122(1)(e)) as it had obtained a
registration for the URBAN PALE label in use during
the litigation.
The primary judge found that URBAN PALE was
used as a product name and not as a trade mark,
and therefore did not infringe the Urban Ale Mark
registration.

The URBAN PALE label

Shelston IP  Established. Excellence.
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On upholding the first defence, La Sirène was found
to have used URBAN PALE as a description to indicate
the nature and style of the product as a craft beer
brewed in an urban location.
In relation to the second defence, La Sirène had
used its URBAN PALE label as registered under its
registration No. 1961656 and so had a defence under
s 122(1)(e).
La Sirène had also raised a defence under s222(1)(e)
on the basis of its registration for “Farmhouse Style
Urban Pale by La Sirene” covering beers. However,
the primary judge did not consider it necessary to
consider that defence, given that La Sirène could
already rely on its registration for the URBAN PALE
label for the defence under s 222(1)(e).
The primary judge also found that Urban Alley had
not made out grounds for cancellation of La Sirène’s
registration for the URBAN PALE label.

The Full Court Decision
Urban Alley appealed, challenging the primary
judge’s findings.

1. Capable of distinguishing
On the first ground of appeal, that the primary
judge erred in finding Urban Ale not capable of
distinguishing, the judges noted that the primary
judge’s finding might ordinarily seem surprising.
However, their Honours noted that the decision was
based on contextual facts and usage of the word
“urban” in the brewery trade. They referred to the
primary judge’s findings that:
• it was well understood that many brewers are
located in urban areas and, when used in relation
to beer, “urban” “conveyed the meaning that the
beer was brewed in a city location as opposed to a
country location”;
• “‘urban” “had come to signify craft beer made in
an inner city location” and could also be laudatory
indicating that the beer is “fashionable”, “trendy” or
“cool”;
• there was evidence that journalists had used
“urban” to refer to beer producers and breweries
had used “urban” as part of their product names;
• ordinary consumers would understand “urban” as
referring to a craft beer produced in an inner city
location; and
• “urban ale”, in its ordinary signification, would
therefore indicate craft beer produced in an
urban location.
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The judges found no appealable error in the primary
judge’s finding and agreed that the Urban Ale Mark
was not capable of distinguishing.
Urban Alley had argued that the primary judge
had suggested that “Urban Ale” was allusive and
metaphorical when finding that it indicates beer
made in an urban location which is “cool” or “trendy”
and therefore could not be directly descriptive. This
was dismissed, with the judges saying “urban” has
a clear and direct meaning. Urban Alley also tried to
argue that the mark did not indicate a characteristic
of the beers and therefore did not fall within the Note
after s41 because it did not indicate a “characteristic”
of the beers in terms of flavour or style. This argument
was unsuccessful, with the judges finding that “Urban
Ale” could indicate other “characteristics” such as
beers produced in an inner city location.

2. Deceptive similarity
The appeal judges found no error in the primary
judge’s finding that “Urban Ale” was deceptively
similar to the “Urban Brewing Company” mark.
On appeal, Urban Alley argued that the primary
judge’s comments that the marks meant different
things – with “Urban Ale” referring to beer and “Urban
Brewing Company” referring to a maker of beer –
meant that the judge ought to have found the marks
not deceptively similar. However, the appeal judges
noted that these comments were made in the side by
side comparison of marks for assessing whether the
marks were substantially identical. The judges noted
that “the test of deceptive similarity is fundamentally
different. It is not a studied comparison. Rather, it is a
comparison between one mark and the impression
of another mark carried away and hypothetically
recalled, paying due regard to the fact that
recollection is not always perfect”.
The appeal judges agreed with the primary judge’s
finding that, while “Urban Ale” and “Urban Brewing
Company” had different meanings in a side by side
comparison, there is a close association between the
two marks making them deceptively similar.
Urban Alley also argued that substantial weight
should be given to the other elements “ale” and
“brewing company” in the marks and that those
elements had “no relevant trade mark resemblance”.
However, their Honours noted that the marks must
be considered as a whole:

“It is impermissible to dissect each mark to
emphasise its disparate elements and then
compare the disparate elements of each in order
to reach a conclusion on deceptive resemblance.
To start with, this would leave out entirely the
impact of the common element “urban”. It would
also ignore the synergy between the word “urban”
and the other word(s) in each mark. This synergy
contributes to the impression gained of each
mark, which is carried forward into the relevant
comparison between the two.”
Given that “ale” and “brewing company” would
be clearly associated in meaning, and were both
combined with the element “urban”, the appeal judges
agreed that the marks were deceptively similar.
While the appeal judges upheld the primary judge’s
decision to cancel the registration of the Urban
Ale Mark, and the case on infringement could not
therefore succeed, the judges went on to consider the
other grounds of appeal.

3. Use of URBAN PALE as a trade mark
On the question of whether La Sirène used URBAN
PALE as a trade mark, the appeal judges agreed
with the primary judge’s finding that URBAN PALE
was used as “a product name that is descriptive
of the nature and style of the beer product”. They
agreed that consumers would understand URBAN
PALE as referring to a craft beer brewed in an inner
city location (“urban”) in a pale ale style (“pale”)
and would not see URBAN PALE as a trade mark
for distinguishing the beer products from those of
other traders.

Urban Alley had also challenged the primary judge’s
finding that La Sirène would have a defence under
s122(1)(e), as it used the URBAN PALE label as
registered, and the primary judge’s refusal to cancel
La Sirène’s registration for the URBAN PALE label.
These grounds of appeal were dismissed. Firstly,
it was unnecessary and too remote to consider
any defence under s 122(1)(e), given there was no
infringement. Secondly, Urban Alley’s registration
of the Urban Ale Mark, which would have blocked
the application for the URBAN PALE label, had been
removed from the Register.
Urban Alley’s appeal was dismissed on all grounds.

The Significance
This decision is a reminder of the limitations of
adopting and registering marks with descriptive
significance. Competitors may easily avoid
infringement where they can argue that they
are using their trade mark descriptively. Further,
a registration for a descriptive mark will be
vulnerable to cancellation on the basis that it lacks
distinctiveness.
Trade mark owners are advised that the strongest
rights to be obtained are in registrations for marks
which have no descriptive significance in relation to
the goods or services.
The case also indicates that giving prominence to a
mark in labelling will not convert descriptive words
into trade marks. Further, registering a label with
prominent, but descriptive, elements will not give
exclusive rights to the descriptive elements.

They noted that URBAN PALE was the most
prominent element on La Sirène’s label and that
ordinarily this would be persuasive in finding trade
mark use. However, because URBAN PALE would be
seen as a product description, trade mark use could
not be found. The judges referred to the primary
judge’s words “I do not consider that prominence
converts the essentially descriptive name into a mark
indicating the source of origin”.
The judges did not need to consider Urban Alley’s
challenge of the primary judge’s decision that
La Sirène could rely on the defence that it used
URBAN PALE to indicate the kind, quality or other
characteristics of the beer products (s122(1)(b)
(i)). This was because they had already upheld the
primary judge’s decision that “Urban Ale” functions
descriptively and is not inherently adapted to
distinguish and the issues were essentially the same
in relation to URBAN PALE.

Shelston IP  Established. Excellence.
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VAGISIL v
VAGISAN –
An assessment
of deceptive
similarity
Combe International Ltd v
Dr August Wolff GmbH & Co.
KG Arzneimittel
[2021] FCAFC 8
Read the Decision
Judges: M
 cKerracher, Gleeson
and Burley JJ

Authors
Danielle Spath, Michael Deacon
and Sean McManis

Combe is the owner of various prior trade
mark registrations for or incorporating VAGISIL,
which include coverage for the following goods
amongst others:
Class 3: Medicated lotions and medicated creams;
non-medicated products for feminine use
Class 5: Medicated products for feminine use;
vaginal lubricants; medicated creams, gels, lotions
(VAGISIL Goods)

Background
The VAGISAN application was successfully opposed
by Combe.
A Delegate of the Registrar of Trade Marks refused
registration of the VAGISAN trade mark on 29
September 2017 under s60 of the Trade Marks Act
1995 based on the reputation of Combe’s earlier
VAGISIL trade mark.
Dr Wolff subsequently appealed that decision to the
Federal Court.

First Instance Decision
Section 44

The Parties
Combe International Ltd (Combe) is a US company that
markets and sells a range of personal cleansing, health
and grooming products under different brand names.
Dr August Wolff GmbH & Co. KG Arzneimittel
(Dr Wolff) is a German pharmaceutical company
that was founded in 1905. It supplies medicinal,
cosmetic and dermatological products.

The Trade Marks
The VAGISAN trade mark application was filed by Dr
Wolff on 27 May 2015 for the following goods:
Class 3: Soaps and cosmetics, all aforementioned
goods not for the indication and application of tired
legs and/or arms
Class 5: Pharmaceutical products, sanitary products
for medical purposes; dietetic substances for medical
purposes, all aforementioned goods not for the
indication and application of tired legs and/or arms
(VAGISAN Goods)
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Dr Wolff accepted that the class 3 VAGISAN Goods are
similar to the class 3 VAGISIL Goods. However, it did
not consider the class 5 VAGISAN Goods to be similar
due to the “highly specialised” nature of the class 5
VAGISIL Goods.
The primary judge, Stewart J, found that
“pharmaceutical products” and “sanitary products
for medical purposes” covered by the VAGISAN trade
mark are similar to the class 5 VAGISIL Goods on the
basis that:
1. the goods would typically be sold through
the same trade channels (i.e. pharmacies,
supermarkets and online);
2. producers of pharmaceutical products might
also produce medicated lotions and medicated
creams; and
3. producers of sanitary products for medical
purposes might also produce medicated products
for feminine use, medicated douches and various
other goods.
On the issue of deceptive similarity, Stewart J found
that both the VAGISAN and VAGISIL trade marks
are likely to be understood as being associated with
products to be used in relation to the female genital

area. However, while the idea of VAG (or VAGI) is
descriptive, the words VAGISAN and VAGISIL do not
have a close phonetic resemblance and neither of the
words lends itself to mispronunciation. Further, both
words are invented words and the suffix elements SIL
and SAN are quite distinct.

in Australia as at the priority date. However, the form
of trade mark which enjoys reputation is the VAGISIL
trade mark used in conjunction with a “V” Device,
rather than VAGISIL on its own. It is used in this
composite form:

Justice Stewart also dismissed Combe’s argument
that there is a greater likelihood of confusion as
consumers of products for feminine use are not likely
to pay attention to what they are purchasing.
The s44 ground of opposition was unsuccessful.

Section 60
Section 60 requires a reputation amongst a
significant or substantial number of people or
potential customers in the relevant market (i.e. the
potential customers of the VAGISAN goods). In this
case, there is not a significant market distinction
given the overlap in the goods provided under the
VAGISAN and VAGISIL trade marks.
Combe sought to rely on evidence comprised of
schedules of sales figures and consumption data
for VAGISIL products, extracted from a computer
database by IRi Australia. It argued that the
evidence should be admissible as an exception
to the rule against hearsay on the basis that it
constitutes business records. Dr Wolff objected to the
admissibility of the schedules, not the data contained
in the schedules. However, Stewart J was satisfied
that the schedules should be admitted.
Both Combe and Dr Wolff sought to tender survey
evidence, although Dr Wolff’s evidence was in
relation to consumer behaviour rather than Combe’s
reputation. Dr Wolff objected to Combe’s survey
reports on the basis that they were not business
records of the survey companies or Combe itself.
Justice Stewart was satisfied that the reports
submitted form part of the records belonging to or
kept by Combe in the course of or for the purposes
of a business. The survey evidence from both parties
was admitted and Stewart J indicated that there was
no reason to suppose that the hearsay statements
recorded in the reports were other than accurate.
There has been consistent use of the VAGISIL
brand in Australia since 1986 for personal products
for feminine use, which have been sold through
approximately 6,400 supermarkets and pharmacies.
Further, there has been significant advertising and
promotional activity through various channels.
Despite the relatively small market share based on
the sales figures provided, Stewart J considered that
reputation in the VAGISIL trade mark was established

Consequently, confusion between the trade marks is
likely to be less in light of the distinctive “V” Device.
Combe was not able to establish that because of the
reputation of the VAGISIL trade marks a significant or
substantial number of potential customers might be
confused or deceived by the VAGISAN mark such as
to wonder whether there is any connection between
it and VAGISIL.
Accordingly, the s60 ground of opposition was also
unsuccessful.

Section 59
As at May 2015, Dr Wolff had the intention to sell five
VAGISAN products in Australia. Based on evidence
provided on behalf of Dr Wolff, none of these
products were directed for use on any part of the
human body other than the female genital area.
On this basis, Combe submitted that there was no
intention to use the trade mark in relation to soaps
and cosmetics for use on other body parts
Even though the goods were limited for use on a
specific area of the body, Stewart J considered
the fact that soap and cosmetic products were
proposed to be introduced is sufficient intention
to use the VAGISAN trade mark in respect of the
designated goods.
The s59 ground of opposition was also unsuccessful.
Combe failed to establish any ground of opposition
and, therefore, Dr Wolff’s appeal was successful.
Combe subsequently appealed to the Full Federal
Court of Australia.
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Full Court Decision
Combe argued that Stewart J erred in his assessment
of deceptive similarity between VAGISIL and VAGISAN
for the purposes of s44 and s60 by:
a. comparing the two words side by side;
b. engaging in a meticulous comparison of the two
words, letter by letter and syllable by syllable with
a clear pronunciation;
c. failing to give proper consideration to the notional
consumer’s imperfect recollection of VAGISIL;
d. failing to give proper regard to the importance of
the first syllable of each word and the tendency of
English speakers to slur the endings of words;
e. breaking each word into component parts,
assessing the descriptive and distinctive qualities
of those parts and thus failing to pay proper
regard to the whole of each mark;

to the vagina; (b) discounting the VAGI component
of both marks in their entirety on the basis that it is
descriptive; (c) focusing on the SIL component of the
VAGISIL mark, which he deemed to be the distinctive
aspect of the mark; and (d) considering that the SAN
component was sufficiently distinctive to justify a
conclusion that VAGISAN was not deceptively similar
to VAGISIL.
The Full Court disagreed with the approach taken
by Stewart J and his conclusion that VAGISIL and
VAGISAN are not deceptively similar for the purposes
of s44 for various reasons, including:
• both marks have the same first five letters; are both
three syllables; and the VAGIS component of each
mark is pronounced in the same way;
• the marks look very similar, with the only difference
being the final two letters “AN” and “IL”;
• in speech the marks sound very similar;

f. failing to assess the whole of each mark as a
coined term with no actual meaning; and/or

• the first two syllables of VAGISIL are likely to
be remembered;

g. assessing the SAN element of VAGISAN as a
distinctive and not descriptive feature, despite
finding that SAN is readily understood as a
reference to sanitary.

• the final syllables SIL an SAN are both sibilant;

Combe also argued that Stewart J did not give
sufficient weight to the high-volume and lowvalue nature of the VAGISAN Goods when making
his assessment.
The Full Court carefully considered the approach
that was taken by Stewart J in assessing deceptive
similarity, discussing the manner in which his Honour
applied relevant authorities and legal principles and
the various factors that were taken into account when
assessing if VAGISAN is deceptively similar to VAGISIL.
Amongst other things, the Full Court noted that
Stewart J’s finding that VAGISIL and VAGISAN were
not deceptively similar was substantially based on
the premise that the common “VAGI” components
shared by both marks is generally descriptive or of
limited distinctiveness and that the distinctiveness
of the VAGISIL mark primarily arises from the “SIL”
component of the mark. According to the Full Court,
Stewart J’s conclusion was reached having regard to
the pronunciation of both marks; the idea or meaning
of both marks; and the distinctive elements of both
marks, apparently considered by Stewart J to be the
SIL and SAN elements.
The Full Court considered that Stewart J adopted
an erroneous approach by: (a) placing a significant
emphasis on the “central idea” and descriptive
components of the marks – being the VAG or VAGI
component which were said to convey a reference

12
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• the only difference in sound between the two
marks is the end of each word, which may be
mispronounced or slurred or may be less likely to
be recalled than the VAGI parts of each word;
• a similarity of idea or meaning between marks
would not necessarily result in deceptive similarity
(for example, if there are other visual or aural
differences between the marks), however the
similarity of idea might “tip the balance in favour
of finding that the likeness between the marks is
deceptive” where there are visual or other features
in common between the marks;
• the view that consumers are likely to consider
VAG or VAGI as referring to the vagina and that
the marks therefore share the same “central idea”
tends to favour a finding of deceptive similarity
in this instance – as VAGISAN and VAGISIL have
many features in common, Stewart J “ought to
have considered the common idea to be a factor in
favour of a finding of deceptive similarity”;
• deceptive similarity for the purposes of s44 is
to be considered having regard to the notional
use of the relevant mark for all of the goods for
which registration is sought, not the actual use of
the mark - by concluding that VAG and VAGI are
descriptive, Stewart J appeared to assume that
the goods for which registration of VAGISAN was
sought and the relevant goods for which VAGISIL
is registered are confined to goods for vaginal
use. However, neither the VAGISAN Goods nor
VAGISIL Goods were confined to goods for vaginal
use. Justice Stewart therefore appeared to fall into

error by failing to have regard to the full scope of
products covered by the VAGISIL registrations and
VAGISAN application respectively for the purposes
of assessing deceptive similarity;
• a conclusion that the marks are not deceptively
similar would still be incorrect even if the relevant
products were confined to products for vaginal use
and the common VAGI components are descriptive;
• it was erroneous to assign less significance to the
shared VAG, VAGI and VAGIS elements on the basis
that they are descriptive and to conclude that the
marks were not deceptively similar on the basis
that “SIL” and “SAN” are the distinctive elements
of each mark;
• VAGIS is the dominant aspect of the VAGISIL
mark and is the part of the mark that is likely to
be recalled;
• in fact, the VAG or VAGI component is more likely
to be recalled and fixed in the consumer’s mind if
that component would be interpreted as referring
to the vagina – the Full Court considered that “this
is likely to be a striking feature of the trade marks
for consumers who are relatively unused to the
mention of that intimate and internal female body
part in public discourse”; and
• it is likely that the consumer “would take away a
recollection that there is a trade mark for “VAG,
VAGI or VAGIS something” and not have a clear
recollection of the final letters in the word” – taking
into account the consumer’s imperfect recollection,
if a consumer was to come across a VAGISAN
product, “they are less likely to recall the final two
letters of VAGISIL, and will be caused to wonder
whether they are goods produced by or associated
with the same trader”.

The VAGISAN trade mark in other countries
The VAGISAN trade mark has also been opposed by
Combe in a number of other countries. The most
recent decisions handed down were in Singapore and
the United States.
Combe filed an application for declaration of invalidity
with the Intellectual Property Office of Singapore
based on the grounds of likelihood of confusion.
Combe successfully invalidated the VAGISAN trade
mark in Singapore, however, an appeal from this
decision to the High Court is pending.
In the United States, the Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board (TTAB) dismissed an opposition filed by Combe
in the first instance. This decision was subsequently
appealed to the US District Court. However, on appeal,
the VAGISAN trade mark was found to be likely to
cause confusion with the VAGISIL registration.

The Significance
This decision provides good guidance on the
application of relevant authorities, legal principles
and the various factors that are considered when
assessing the deceptive similarity of trade marks. It
also provides some further insights into what might
be admitted into evidence as business records.
The first instance decision also highlighted the
potential for difficulty in establishing reputation in
a word alone when it is used with other significant
branding elements.

Considering all of the above, the Full Court decided
that VAGISAN was deceptively similar to VAGISIL for
the purposes of s44 and ordered that registration of
VAGISAN be refused.
The Court did not separately consider whether the
VAGISAN mark should be refused registration under
s60 given its conclusion in respect of s44.
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• the applicant for trade mark application no. 1058321,
being the word CAESARSTONE for certain floor and
wall goods in class 19 (CAESARSTONE Mark);
• the applicant for trade mark application no. 1211153,
being the logo depicted below for certain goods
and services in classes 19, 20, 35 and 37;

(Caesarstone Device Mark)

• the owner of trade mark no. 1211152, being the word
CAESARSTONE for certain services in classes 35 and
37 (Caesarstone Services Word Mark).

Background
Caesarstone’s slabs were distributed in Australia
from 2003 by two distributors: Caesarstone’s
licensee, Tessera Stones and Tiles Pty Ltd (Tessera)
and Tessera’s sub-licensee, Carsilstone Pty Ltd
(Carsilstone). In 2006, Caesarstone incorporated an
Australian subsidiary, Caesarstone Australia Pty Ltd
(Caesarstone Australia).

The appellant, Ceramiche Caesar S.p.A (Ceramiche
Caesar), has manufactured ceramic tiles for indoor
and outdoor flooring and wall cladding in Australia
since 1988.

From 2003 the distributors, Tessera and Carsilstone,
sold the slabs to stonemasons in Australia who
would then convert them into finished products,
including benchtops and countertops, vanities and
surrounds and splashbacks, which would then be
sold on to customers.

The respondent, Caesarstone Ltd (Caesarstone),
is an Israeli company that manufactures and sells
large quartz slabs which have been labelled on the
underside of the slab with the mark “CAESARSTONE”
since 1987.

Ceramiche Caesar’s CAESAR device mark registration
was cited against the application to register the
CAESARSTONE Mark on 2 June 2005. To overcome
this citation, Caesarstone amended its goods
specification to disclaim “tiles” as follows:

The Trade Marks
Effective from 23 November 2004, Ceramiche Caesar
has had a registration in class 19 covering “ceramic
tiles for indoor and outdoor use” for the following
CAESAR device mark:

14
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“Panels for floors, floor coverings, wall cladding,
ceilings; non-metallic covers for use with floors
and parts thereof; profiles and floor skirting
boards; none of the foregoing being in the
nature of tiles.”
The CAESARSTONE application was subsequently
successfully opposed by Ceramiche Caesar, with the
Registrar’s delegate deciding that the CAESARSTONE
Mark was deceptively similar to the CAESAR device
mark and that, based on the facts, the exception for
“honest concurrent use” under s44(3)(a) and/or “prior
continuous use” under s44(3)(4) of the Trade Marks
Act 1995 should not apply.

Previous Decision and Issues
Caesarstone appealed the decision of the
Registrar’s delegate.
Across three proceedings, the primary judge:
1. in Caesarstone Ltd v Ceramiche Caesar S.p.A.
(No 2) [2018] FCA 1096 (Caesarstone (No 2) found
that there had been “honest concurrent use” of
the CAESARSTONE Mark on floor panels and wall
cladding and that the use of the CAESARSTONE
Mark by Caesarstone’s distributors was “authorised
use”, therefore allowing the CAESARSTONE Mark to
proceed to registration for certain class 19 floor and
wall goods on the basis of honest concurrent use
(the first proceeding);
2. allowed the Caesarstone Device Mark to proceed
to registration for certain goods and services in
classes 19, 35 and 37 (the second proceeding); and
3. allowed the CAESARSTONE Services Word Mark to
remain registered for services in classes 35 and 37
(the third proceeding).
On the appeal to the Full Federal Court, the two main
issues in dispute in the first proceeding were whether
the primary judge erred in concluding that:
1. there was honest concurrent use of the
CAESARSTONE Mark on the designated class 19
goods; and
2. the prior use of the trade mark was authorised use
under Caesarstone’s control.
The parties agreed that the result in the first
proceeding would determine the result in the second
proceeding and almost entirely determine the result
in the third proceeding.

Full Court Decision
Honest Concurrent Use
The interpretation of the disclaimer of “tiles” in the
goods description was crucial to the question of
whether there was honest concurrent use for the
goods covered by the application.
Caesarstone argued that the exclusion of “tiles” from
its specification was of no significance because
it did not limit the goods specifically listed in the
specification. It relied on the primary judge’s finding
that the disclaimer did not “subtract all content from”
the words “panels for floors” and “wall cladding”.
Ceramiche Caesar argued that the disclaimer
effectively excluded tiles. As the primary judge found
that the goods in honest concurrent use were floor
panels and wall cladding in the nature of tiles, there
was therefore no honest concurrent use of the mark
in respect of the goods covered by the application.
Their Honours considered that
“as a matter of plain English, the words “none of
the foregoing being in the nature of tiles” operate
to limit the class 19 goods to include only panels
for floors, floor coverings and wall claddings
which are not in the nature of tiles”. They said
that “the primary judge’s conclusion that the tile
disclaimer did not “subtract all content” from
the words “[p]anels for floors, floor coverings, and
wall cladding” which are not “in the nature of
tiles” was a statement of the obvious” and “not
a statement which supports the conclusion that
the tile disclaimer was “ineffectual” in the sense
contended for by the respondent”.
The Full Court held that the primary judge erred
in finding honest concurrent use because honest
concurrent use must be in respect of the goods
covered by the application. In this case, the finding
of honest concurrent use was for goods which were
all “in the nature of tiles”. As tiles had been expressly
excluded from the specification they were not covered.
The Full Court also refused Caesarstone’s request to
remove the disclaimer, because this would effectively
widen the scope of the registration to include tiles.

16
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Authorised Use
While the Full Court found that there had not been
honest concurrent use, and the second question
of whether Caesarstone’s use would have been
“authorised use” did not therefore strictly arise, the
judges considered the question briefly.
Section 8(1) of the Trade Marks Act 1995 states that a
person is an authorised user “if the person uses the
trade mark under the control of the owner of the
trade mark” and section 8(3) provides that:
(3)	If the owner of a trade mark exercises quality
control over goods or services:
(a) dealt with or provided in the course of trade by
another person; and
(b) in relation to which the trade mark is used;
the other person is taken, for the purposes of
subsection (1), to use the trade mark in relation
to the goods or services under the control of the
owner.
The primary judge’s finding that Caesarstone’s
prior concurrent use was authorised use under
Caesarstone’s control and therefore use in accordance
with section 8(3) of the Trade Marks Act 1995 was on
the basis that Caesarstone:
“(1) gave instructions regarding slab transport and
storage to the Australian distributors;
(2) provided technical and marketing support
services to the Australian distributors;
(3) sought to exercise quality control by ensuring that
the Australian distributors provided fabrication
and installation manuals to the stonemasons,
and contributing to the content of these
manuals.”
However, on appeal their Honours decided that the
evidence did not support this and that the primary
judge had erred in finding authorised use.

The Full Court stated that
“Authorised use requires the trade mark
applicant to establish “control as a matter of
substance”: Lodestar Anstalt v Campari America
LLC [2016] FCAFC 92; (2016) 244 FCR 557 (Lodestar)
at [97]. What constitutes control as a matter of
substance is informed by the function of the trade
mark, which is to indicate a connection in the
course of trade with the registered owner – see
PioneerKabushiki Kaisha v Registrar of Trade
Marks [1977] HCA 56; (1977) 137 CLR 670 (Pioneer)
at 683 per Aickin J”. (pgh 39). The court also noted
“the critical enquiry is whether there was quality
control with respect to the designated goods”.
The Court held that Caesarstone did not exercise
quality control because the control was not in relation
to the designated goods, being panels for floor
covering and wall covering. Further the quality control
was not in relation to the work of the stonemasons
who fabricated the slabs into the finished products
and were therefore responsible for the ultimate
quality of the designated goods. Their Honours
found that “not only did Caesarstone not have any
contractual relationship with the stonemasons,
but there was no evidence that Caesarstone ever
inspected the stonemasons’ work or conducted any
quality control regarding the final product.”

Authorised use on a wider basis
The primary judge had also found that there had
been control “on a wider basis than… exercising
quality control”. However, their Honours held that
this was not the case because “the application of
the mark to a slab is not indicative of control over
the designated goods” and the various claims
of wider control, such as Caesarstone’s website
listing ideas on possible uses for the slabs did not
“operate to constrain or demand the stonemasons
to use the slabs in any particular way or require
fabrication in any particular way”. Further, the
general communications between Caesarstone and
its distributors did not include reporting back to
Caesarstone on the ultimate application of the slabs
and did not “translate into a finding of “control” over
the designated goods”.

Decision
Their Honours found that the primary judge erred in
concluding that there had been honest concurrent
use in respect of the goods covered by the amended
application. They also found the claimed use was
not authorised use under Caesarstone’s control and
that Caesarstone did not exercise quality control and
general control on a wider basis.

In relation to the evidence on which the primary
judge based his finding of quality control, the Court
noted that:

The second proceeding was resolved in the same way
as the first and third proceeding also went the same
way as the first.

1. Caesarstone’s storage and transport instructions
only ensured that the slabs were not damaged,
they did not enforce quality control over the
finished products covered by the application being
the panels for floor covering and wall cladding;

The appeals in all three proceedings were allowed, the
primary judge’s orders were set aside, Caesarstone’s
application numbers 1058321 and 1211153 were refused
and registration number 1211152 was cancelled.

2. The installation and fabrication manuals provided
by the distributors to stonemasons were for
guidance only and the “provision of technical
information is not, at least of itself, the exercise of
quality control”;
3. There were no terms relating to “quality control
standards, brand guidelines, marketing approval
mechanisms or rights of inspection of fabricated
product” in Caesarstone’s distribution agreement
with Tessera.

The Significance
The decision is an important reminder that quality
control must be exercised as a matter of substance.
This is essential if the use of the trade mark is to be
considered authorised use that can be relied upon by
a registered owner for the purposes of defending a
non-use removal action, or to support an applicant’s
claim to registration based on use.
It serves as useful clarification that disclaimers in
goods specifications are to be interpreted as a matter
of plain English and is a reminder that to establish
“honest concurrent use”, it is necessary to prove use
on the goods covered by the application.
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The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) is a statutory authority that
enforces the Competition and Consumer Act 2010.
Kimberly-Clark Australia Pty Ltd (KCA) produces
paper-based consumer products, including sanitary
paper products such as its Kleenex Cottonelle
Flushable wipes (KCFC wipes).

Background and Issues
In 2006 the ACCC commenced Federal Court
proceedings against KCA alleging that KCA had, by its
advertising and marketing of the KCFC wipes during
May 2013 and May 2016:
1. engaged in conduct in trade or commerce which
was misleading or deceptive, or likely to mislead or
deceive, in contravention of s 18(1) of the Australian
Consumer Law, being Sch 2 of the Competition
and Consumer Act 2010 (ACL);
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2. made false or misleading representations that its
KCFC wipes had a particular quality in contravention
of s 29(1)(a) of the ACL and/or had particular
performance characteristics, uses and/or benefits, in
contravention of s 29(1)(g) of the ACL; and
3. engaged in conduct in trade or commerce that
was liable to mislead the public as to the nature,
characteristics, and suitability for purpose of KCFC
wipes, in contravention of s 33 of the ACL.
The ACCC alleged that KCA’s packaging and website
represented that the KCFC wipes:
1. “were suitable to be flushed down the toilet and
into sewerage systems in Australia”
(flushability representation);
2. “had similar characteristics to toilet paper when
flushed”, as they would behave in a similar way to
toilet paper when flushed in that they break up or
disintegrate in a timeframe and manner similar to
toilet paper” (characteristics representation); and
3. “would break up or disintegrate in a timeframe
and manner similar to toilet paper”
(disintegration representation).
The representations
included statements on the
webpages of KCA’s website
www.kleenex-cottonelle.
com.au, such as “Flushable
Cleaning cloths” and “will
break up in the sewerage
or septic system like toilet
paper”, use on the product
packaging of words, such as
“flushable” and “Cloths break
down in sewerage system or
septic tank” and of the logo
(depicted above):
At the time there was no legislation or generally
accepted industry standards governing the
characteristics of what could be marketed as
“flushable”, although KCA argued that the KFCF
wipes met the tests for flushability under the
“GD3 Guidelines for flushability”, which had been
developed by manufacturers, including KimberleyClarke Corporation.
KCA denied making the characteristics or
disintegration representations but accepted that
it made the flushability representation. However, it
argued that the flushability representation was not
false or misleading and was within the G3 Guidelines.

Previous Decision

Court said “No such case was run at trial. It cannot be
run now”, as it was a different case.

While accepting that the KCFC wipes do not break
down as quickly or easily as toilet paper, Gleeson J
found that the characteristics and disintegration
representations had not been made. This was
because in the website or packaging context in which
the alleged representations appeared, they would not
convey to an ordinary reasonable consumer anything
about how the flushed KCFC wipes behaved,
except that they might be “flushable” (although not
equivalently flushable to toilet paper).

Secondly, the Full Court found that Gleeson J had,
in any event, considered and addressed the risk of
harm but concluded that it was not shown to be
materially greater than the risk posed by toilet paper,
and that it was not erroneous to take into account,
as the primary judge did, whether any harm in
fact eventuated to household plumbing and the
sewerage network, when assessing the level of risk
posed by the KCFC wipes.

Having regard to the ACCC’s concession and the
evidence, Gleeson J found that the flushability
representation had been made by KCA. However, her
Honour found that the flushability representation
was not false, misleading or deceptive because there
was insufficient evidence that harm had actually
eventuated to household plumbing and the sewer
network to demonstrate that the KCFC wipes were
unsuitable for flushing.
While there was disagreement over the G3
Guidelines being an acceptable standard, Gleeson J
found that, in the absence of this evidence of harm,
they were an “appropriate framework for assessing
flushability” and a “reasonable benchmark for
making a flushability claim”.

Full Court Decision
The ACCC unsuccessfully appealed Justice Gleeson’s
decision to the Full Federal Court on 8 appeal
grounds, all of which were dismissed. Appeal grounds
1 to 6 related to the flushability representation.
In the 1st ground of appeal, the ACCC argued that
the trial judge, Gleeson J was in error because she
“approached the question of ‘harm’ as might be
done in a damage claim in negligence, elevating the
inquiry to proof of causation as opposed to assessing
falsifiability under the consumer law”. The ACCC
argued that her Honour should have considered the
question of whether there was a real risk of harm
or that the KCFC wipes had the potential to cause
harm rather than that the KCFC wipes contributed
to or caused actual harm (including blockages) to
household plumbing (including septic tanks) or to
the sewerage network.
The Full Court dismissed this ground of appeal
for two reasons. First, there was no error in the
primary judge’s reasons because her Honour simply
responded to the case argued by the ACCC at trial
on the flushability representation, which was on the
basis that the actual harm had been caused, not that
flushing the KCFC wipes posed a risk of harm. The Full

Related to this second issue, the ACCC argued in its
2nd and 3rd appeal grounds that Justice Gleeson’s
findings that the KCFC wipes did not present a risk
of harm “over and above” or “materially greater”
than that posed by toilet paper and her finding
that flushing the KCFC wipes down the toilet would
contribute to, or cause harm, were in error because
they were inconsistent with and against the weight of
the evidence.
In dismissing these grounds, the Full Court found
that it was not erroneous (for the trial judge) to
have regard to “the paucity of evidence of harm in
reaching the conclusion that the risk posed by KCFC
wipes was not materially greater than the risk posed
by toilet paper”.
Some of the problems identified by the primary
judge in the evidence led by the ACCC were:
• Most of the evidence was directed to how wipes in
general caused blockages, but not that the KCFC
wipes caused blockages. The ACCC had presented
only very weak evidence of blockages in household
drain lines and in the sewer (beyond the household
drain line) caused by the KCFC wipes.
• It was accepted, as a matter of logic, that the more
quickly an item breaks down after flushing the less
the risk of snagging or clumping in the sewerage
system. The KCFC wipes were shown to break down
and disperse more slowly than toilet paper but this
did not support an inference that flushing KCFC
wipes down the toilet led to a materially greater
risk than toilet paper of causing blockages to the
sewerage system, when there was a lack of evidence
that KCFC wipes actually did cause blockages.
• KCA’s change of packaging in October 2015 to
indicate that it did not recommend KCFC wipes
be flushed into a domestic septic tank was
insufficient to support the inference (contended
for by the ACCC) that the KCFC wipes contributed
to or caused harm to household plumbing or the
sewer network.
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In the 4th ground of appeal, the ACCC argued that
the trial judge erred in finding that the evidence
of 26 consumer complaints in KCA’s business
records (regarding how their household plumbing
(including septic tanks) had been blocked by KCFC
wipes) was “weak” and insufficient to support a
finding that the KCFC wipes were not suitable to be
flushed down toilets.
The Full Court said that the small number of
consumer complaints (most of which related to
blockages in septic tanks not the sewerage systems
as argued by ACCC at trial) and the absence of
evidence from any consumer or plumber to verify the
facts in any of the complaints was “hardly a sound
basis” for reaching the conclusion that KCA falsely
represented that KCFC wipes were flushable, and
“rather suggests that the KCFC wipes were suitable to
be flushed into domestic drain lines”.
In the 5th ground of appeal, the ACCC argued
that the trial judge erred in finding that the GD3
Guidelines were an “appropriate framework for
assessing flushability”, because manufacturers,
including KCA had developed the guidelines
themselves, “to avoid government regulation which
might constrain their business”.
The Full Court dismissed this ground. It found
that the primary judge was “plainly aware that the
manufacturers were developing their own guidelines”
and their development had been informed by various
“real world” tests.
The ACCC’s 7th and 8th grounds of the
appeal concerned the characteristics and
disintegration representations.
The Full Court found that the primary judge was
correct to conclude that the characteristics and
disintegration representations were not made and so
it was not necessary to consider whether they were
false and misleading.
The Full Court noted that of the 8 representations
relied upon by the ACCC, 6 did not mention toilet
paper at all or compare the KCFC wipes with the
characteristics or performance of toilet paper. The
5th representation, that the KCFC wipes “will break
up in the sewerage or septic system like toilet paper”
(appearing on a webpage of the www.kleenexcottonelle.com.au website) was the only statement
which directly compared the KCFC wipes to toilet
paper. However, the Full Court agreed with the
judge at first instance that this representation had
to be considered in the context of the immediately
following sentience; “However, do not flush an
excessive amount of wipes at one time (no more
than two wipes per flush)”. The Full Court said that in
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this context (i.e. the direction not to flush any more
than two wipes), the reasonable consumer would not
have understood that the KCFC wipes broke up in the
same way as toilet paper.
Regarding the eighth representation, the image,
the Full Court said that the image did not, of itself,
or together with the other representations read
in context, convey that KCFC wipes “had similar
characteristics to toilet paper when flushed” or that
they “would break up or disintegrate in a timeframe
and manner similar to toilet paper”.

The Significance
The ACCC’s case ultimately failed because it could
not prove that KCA made the false and misleading
statements that the ACCC alleged. The ACCC didn’t
help its own cause by arguing at first instance
(which could not be changed on appeal) that the
KCFC wipes were not suitable for flushing because
they caused actual harm to the sewerage system.
With this argument the ACCC gave itself a higher
evidentiary burden to meet than the argument
that the KCFC wipes posed only a risk of harm. It
is worth noting that the ACCC’s argument at first
instance that the flushability representation by KFA
was in respect of a “future matter”, and so within
section 4 of the ACL, was not successful. If the ACCC
had succeeded with this argument and section
4 found to apply, the evidentiary burden would
instead have been on KCA to present evidence
that it had “reasonable grounds” for making the
flushability representation and so (for that reason) the
representations could not be taken as misleading.

No Stretch
for BOTOX –
Use of Trade
Marks in
Marketing Not
an Infringement
Allergan Australia Pty Ltd v
Self Care IP Holdings Pty Ltd
[2020] FCA 1530
Read the Decision
Judges: S
 tewart J

Authors
Sean McManis

The Parties
Allergan Inc is the manufacturer of the Botox
products and the owner of several trade marks
including the BOTOX trade mark. Allergan Australia
Pty Ltd (a subsidiary of Allergan Inc) is the sponsor
of the Botox products on the Australian Register of
Therapeutic Goods and the authorised user of the
BOTOX trade marks in Australia. Both companies are
together referred to as Allergan.
Self Care Corporation Pty Ltd is a supplier of cosmetic
products, including an anti-wrinkle skincare product
which is sold under the trade mark FREEZEFRAME.
Self Care IP Holdings Pty Ltd is the associated IP
holding company of Self Care Corporation Pty Ltd.
Both companies are together referred to as Self Care.

The Trade Marks
Allergan Inc is the owner of:
a. trade mark no. 551279 dated 28 February 1991, being
the word BOTOX registered for “Pharmaceuticals for
the therapeutic treatment of neurologic disorders
and muscledystonias” in class 5;

b. trade mark no. 860785 dated 14 December 2000,
being the following logo registered for several
pharmaceutical preparations in class 5;

c. trade mark no. 860786 dated 14 December 2000,
being the word BOTOX registered for several
pharmaceutical preparations in class 5;
d. trade mark no. 1008655 dated 8 March 2004, being
the word BOTOX registered for cosmetic products
in class 3; and
e. trade mark no. 1578426 dated 4 September 2013,
being the word BOTOX registered for several goods
and services in classes 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 16, 35, 41, 42, 44
and 45.
Self Care IP Holdings Pty Ltd is the applicant for trade
mark application no. 1653383, being “freezeframe
PROTOX” for “Anti-ageing serum, anti-wrinkle serum”
in class 3.

Background and Issues
Self Care sold products under the names PROTOX
and FREEZEFRAME, being skin care preparations
marketed as improving the appearance of a person’s
skin to remove or diminish wrinkles.
They produced various products under these
names and their marketing and product packaging
contained references to BOTOX. Among the most
significant of those were references such as:
• The most powerful Botox® alternative ever
discovered;
• The Accidental Botox Alternative;
• The world’s first Instant and Long-Term Botox
Alternative;
• Instant Botox alternative;
• a topical alternative to Botox® injections;
• The original instant Botox® alternative;
• Overnight Botox® alternative; and
• long-term Botox® alternative.
Allergan claimed that Self Care’s use of PROTOX was
an infringement of its BOTOX registrations, and that
its various references to BOTOX also infringed its
registrations.
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For infringement to occur there needs to be:
• use as a trade mark;
• of a substantially identical or deceptively
similar sign;
• in relation to goods or services covered by the
registration, or goods or services of the same
description, or closely related goods or services; and
• without any relevant defence.

The Decision
Justice Stewart found that PROTOX is not
substantially identical or deceptively similar
to BOTOX. His Honour also found that class 5
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment
of wrinkles are not goods that are of the
same description as (i.e. similar to) cosmetic
antiwrinkle preparations.
The decision on similar goods was on the basis that:
• BOTOX is a therapeutic product supplied only to
health care professionals and administered by
healthcare professionals;
• the fact that some clinics that sell skin care
products also offer injectable products such as
BOTOX is not significant having regard to the
differences between the products and their uses;
• pharmaceutical manufacture and supply is
different from topical cosmetic manufacture and
supply; and
• references to “alternative” in advertising do not
establish similarity. It was only a reference to
an effect. More significant are the differences
including price, application, associated pain
or bodily invasion and length of action of the
respective products.
Aside from its class 5 registrations, Allergan
also owns class 3 registrations. However, as the
marks PROTOX and BOTOX were not considered
deceptively similar, there was also no infringement
of those registrations.
Regarding the use of BOTOX, the issue of
infringement turned on the question of whether
the various references to BOTOX were use of Botox
“as a trade mark” for the purposes of infringement.
Self Care used BOTOX in various ways. In some
cases, it appeared in what were general narrative
or descriptive phrases, with an example being:
“clinically proven to prolong the effect of Botox®”.
Such uses were considered clearly not use as a
trade mark, given that they say nothing about the
origin of the product being sold or about trade

connection. Justice Stewart considered such
expressions to be more in the nature of ‘ad-speak’.
Justice Stewart expressed some hesitation about
phrases without verbs such as: “the accidental
Botox Alternative”, “Instant BOTOX® alternative”,
“Overnight Botox® alternative” and “Long term
BOTOX® Alternative”.
Claims that capitalisation of the first letter of the
word Botox is indicative of use as a trade mark were
not considered compelling. That was considered to
be a weak indicator.
Ultimately, significant reliance was placed upon the
1934 decision of the House of Lords in Irving’s YeastVite Ltd v Horsenail (1934) 51 RPC 110, where the
phrase “Yeast tablets, a substitute for Yeast-Vite” was
not considered infringement.
The various uses of BOTOX were found not to be
uses as a trade mark by Self Care on the basis that:
• BOTOX was used in a manner that distinguishes
Allergan’s products from those of Self Care
through use of the word “alternative”;
• the use of ® when it appeared adjacent to BOTOX
acknowledged the trade mark as a badge of origin
of products made by Allergan;

The Significance
If the defence under s122(d), regarding use of
a trade mark for the purposes of comparative
advertising, had been argued, it may have
been successful. However, that section remains
unconsidered by the Courts.
Clearly, the owners of well-known trade marks
have an interest in limiting or restraining other
businesses from using their trade marks. Whether
or not consumers are confused by the use of such
references is a separate question from whether, by
using a well-known trade mark, there is some level of
association that benefits the user, potentially to the
detriment of the brand owner.
The current decision, while favouring those who wish
to reference third party brands, will no doubt raise
questions as to where the line is to be drawn between
permissible and impermissible uses.
While not essential to the ultimate decision, the
view expressed that “Instant Botox® Alternative” is
not deceptively similar to BOTOX, is a somewhat
controversial one.
An appeal has been filed and its outcome will be
awaited with interest.

• there was use of FREEZEFRAME and PROTOX as
brand names to identify Self Care’s products; and
• Self Care used BOTOX not to indicate a connection
with itself but to compare and contrast its
products.
Justice Stewart referred to the use of “Instant
Botox® Alternative” in a one-week in-store
promotion as a single possible exception, but
nevertheless also considered that not to be use
as a trade mark.
Justice Stewart went further and expressed the view
that none of the phrases or expressions used by Self
Care amounted to use of a trade mark deceptively
similar to BOTOX. His Honour indicated that even
“Instant Botox® Alternative” it is not deceptively
similar because use of the word “alternative”
indicates that the product being advertised is quite
different from BOTOX.
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WICKED v
WICKED SISTER –
Deceptive
Similarity,
Ownership
and Removal
PDP Capital Pty Ltd v
Grasshopper Ventures Pty Ltd
[2020] FCA 1078

dates from 2008 and is owned by PDP Fine Foods.
The later stylised mark:

and plain word mark WICKED SISTER both date from
2016 and are owned by PDP Capital. PDP Capital’s
marks achieved registration by consent from PDP
Fine Foods.
Grasshopper owns a registration dating from
2005 for:

(Wicked tail mark) in class 30. The WICKED brand
was modified in 2014 to:

Read the Decision
Judge: M
 arkovic J

Authors
Kathy Mytton and Sean McManis

The Parties
PDP Fine Foods Pty Ltd (PDP Fine Foods)
manufactured and sold a range of chilled dairy
desserts and snacks under the Wicked Sister brand
since 2008. PDP Capital Pty Ltd (PDP Capital) is the
IP holding company related to PDP Fine Foods. Both
companies are together referred to as PDP.

(new Wicked mark) with the original branding
phased out by early 2016.
Grasshopper also owns a pending application for
the new Wicked mark, and an accepted application
for the plain word WICKED (which has, since these
proceedings, been successfully opposed by PDP in
proceedings before the Trade Marks Office, on the
basis of a lack of distinctiveness). In that case, the
Hearing Officer expressed the view that “the ordinary
signification of the trade mark is a colloquial word for
‘excellent’ and when applied to the goods there is an
implication of decadence”).

Background and Issues

Grasshopper Ventures Pty Ltd (Grasshopper) is an
IP holding company which has authorised various
entities to sell dipping sauces since 2002 under the
WICKED brand.

Grasshopper extended its product range to include
waffle dippers in 2018.

The Trade Marks

The products sold under the Wicked Sister marks are
flavoured rice puddings, custard, tiramisu and panna
cotta, made from fresh ingredients and found in the
refrigerated section of the dairy aisle.

Each of PDP Capital and PDP Fine Foods own
registrations for WICKED SISTER in plain word and
stylised forms which cover various goods in classes 29
and 30 (collectively the Wicked Sister marks). The
earlier stylised mark:

The Wicked Sister and Wicked products are sold
through Coles supermarkets.

The Wicked dipping sauces are not made from fresh
ingredients and therefore do not require refrigeration,
although they are still sometimes placed with frozen
berries in the fresh food section of the supermarket.
The case involved numerous issues relating to
competing registrations, infringement and validity,
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but ultimately PDP was unsuccessful in its claim
against Grasshopper for trade mark infringement,
misleading and deceptive conduct under the
Australian Consumer Law and passing off under the
common law.
PDP also failed in its claim to cancel Grasshopper’s
trade mark registration, although it partially
succeeded in its challenge to the registration on the
basis of non-use.
Grasshopper’s cross claim to cancel the Wicked Sister
registrations also failed, but it partially succeeded to
restrict the registrations on the basis of non-use.

The Decision
Justice Markovic initially considered two main
issues common to the parties’ various claims in
the proceedings:
1. whether the new Wicked mark is substantially
identical or deceptively similar to the Wicked Sister
marks; and
2. whether the goods covered by the respective
marks are the same or of the same description.
The marks were found not to be substantially
identical. In making her determination that the
marks were also not deceptively similar, her Honour
considered a number of factors including:
• the new Wicked mark and the Wicked Sister marks
are not visually or aurally similar;
• the adjective “wicked”, when used on its own,
is an abstract concept which could describe
anything. In contrast, the word “wicked”, used in
conjunction with the noun “sister”, is not a strongly
distinguishing feature of the Wicked Sister marks;
• despite her Honour agreeing that the goods are
fast moving consumer goods sold at a low price
point, based on the evidence, the goods are found
in different parts of the supermarket, consumers
are able to view the products and their associated
trade marks, and confusion is unlikely; and
• the evidence of confusion advanced by PDP was
ultimately given little weight as it was not evidence
of an “ordinary person”, but of people who have a
personal or trade affiliation with PDP.
This conclusion had significant implications for a
number of the claims brought by the parties, but
perhaps most significantly meaning that there could
be no finding of trade mark infringement.
Her Honour then determined that dipping sauces
and waffle dippers are not similar to desserts,
rice pudding or any of the other goods covered

by the earlier stylised Wicked Sister mark owned
by PDP Fine Foods. However, dipping sauces
were specifically covered by the later Wicked
Sister registrations owned by PDP Capital, and
waffle dippers being bakery products, were also
encompassed by those registrations.

Grasshopper’s cross-claim for rectification
Grasshopper sought rectification under s88 of
the Trade Marks Act 1995 for cancellation of the
registration of the Wicked Sister marks.
There was a difference in ownership between
the later WICKED SISTER registrations and the
first registration, which was principally for tax
minimisation reasons. This conflict was resolved at
the examination stage by the owner of the earlier
registration providing a letter of consent to the
subsequent applicant. However, interestingly, her
Honour upheld Grasshopper’s claim under the s58
ownership ground finding that PDP Capital was
not the owner of the later registered Wicked Sister
marks because PDP Fine Foods, which owned the
earlier registered Wicked Sister mark, was also the
true owner of the later marks. Despite this finding,
her Honour decided not to exercise discretion to
cancel the registrations because there was no risk
of consumer confusion due to the “unity of purpose”
between PDP Fine Foods and PDP Capital being
related companies (applying the principle enunciated
in the Full Federal Court case of Trident Seafoods
Corporation v Trident Foods Pty Ltd [2019] HCAFC
100]). This nevertheless leaves open the possibility of a
similar claim in succeeding opposition proceedings,
since the discretion exercised by the Court in this case
does not exist in those proceedings.

Grasshopper’s non-use applications
PDP was able to establish use of the earlier stylised
Wicked Sister mark for dairy desserts, yoghurt
desserts, creamed rice, rice puddings, rice tapioca
and cheesecakes. PDP also sought to rely on use of
flavoured rice puddings to retain “sauces for rice”, but
this was not accepted and these goods were removed
together with all other goods for which use could not
be shown.
Regarding the challenge to the later registered
Wicked Sister marks under s92(4)(a) for lack of
intention to use, her Honour found evidence of actual
use for various goods including, dairy products,
dairy-based desserts, panna cottas, crème caramels,
custard, cheesecakes, cakes, frozen yoghurts,
creamed rice. She also held that use of the marks for
panna cotta was sufficient to retain the broad claim
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for “all other desserts in this class including prepared
desserts”. However, as there was no intention to use
or actual use of the trade marks for bakery products,
confectionery, ice cream confections, dipping sauces
and yoghurt products, these goods were removed.

PDP’s claim for trade mark infringement
For trade mark infringement, PDP needed to
establish the threshold issue that the new Wicked
mark is substantially identical or deceptively similar
to the Wicked Sister marks and that dipping sauces
and waffle dippers are the same as or of the same
description as the goods for which the Wicked Sister
marks are registered.
As the marks were found not to be substantially
identical or deceptively similar, PDP’s infringement
claim failed at the first hurdle and it was therefore
not necessary to consider whether Grasshopper had
any defences to infringement. However, in case her
Honour was wrong in relation to her conclusions on
PDP’s infringement claim, she went on to consider
the threshold issue – whether Grasshopper’s
authorised use of the new Wicked mark is capable of
constituting trade mark infringement.
While Grasshopper did not deny that it authorised
use of the new Wicked trade mark to other entities
within the meaning of the Trade Marks Act 1995, it
argued that it could not be subject to direct liability
for infringement under s120 because there is no
statutory tort of authorisation in the Act. Her Honour
agreed and indicated that the threshold issue would
have been decided in Grasshopper’s favour. She did
add, however, that this does not mean that no cause
of action could have succeeded against Grasshopper
as a joint tortfeasor, had that been pleaded.

PDP’s claim under the Australian
Consumer Law (ACL)
PDP alleged that Grasshopper’s conduct breached
sections 18 and 29 of the Australian Consumer Law
(ACL). Grasshopper argued that: (1) as a mere IP
holding company it could not have made any of
the alleged misrepresentations; and (2) there was
no real likelihood of confusion. Her Honour rejected
Grasshopper’s first contention which indicates that
Grasshopper could have been liable under the ACL
if the marks were otherwise found to be sufficiently
similar and PDP had an established reputation in
the Wicked Sister marks as at 2014 when use of the
new WICKED trade mark commenced. However,
ultimately her Honour found that there was no real
likelihood of confusion and, consequently, PDP’s
claim under the ACL failed.
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PDP’s claim for passing off
PDP’s passing off claim followed her Honour’s
findings in relation to the ACL claim. While
Grasshopper’s conduct may amount to conduct
for the purposes of establishing passing off, PDP
had not established a sufficient reputation in the
Wicked Sister marks as at 2014, nor that a sufficient
number of consumers were likely to be deceived by
Grasshopper’s use of the new Wicked mark.

PDP’s non-use application
PDP sought removal of the Wicked tail mark on
the grounds of non-use under sections 92(4)(a) and
92(4)(b). As her Honour had found that Mr Valentine
(who was effectively responsible for and in control of
Grasshopper) had an intention to use the mark, the
s92(4)(a) ground was dismissed. In relation to the
section 92(4)(b) ground, Mr Valentine could establish
use during the non-use period for dips including
chocolate dips, but conceded that the mark had
not been used for dessert toppings and sauces and
confectionery products. Despite this, her Honour
exercised discretion to retain the registration for all
goods except savoury dips.

The Significance
When comparing marks for the purpose of
determining deceptive similarity, whether the
combination has a meaning that differs from that of
the word alone can impact on whether that word is
determined to be an essential feature of the mark.
The case also provides a timely reminder to business
owners, who wish to protect and enforce their marks,
to ensure that they are filed in the name of the legal
entity who will use or authorise use of the mark.
Further, it confirms that there is no statutory tort of
authorisation in the Trade Marks Act 1995 with the
result that an IP holding company which merely
authorises use of a mark cannot be subject to liability
for direct infringement, although it may be liable as a
joint tortfeasor.

Trade Marks and
“style names” –
can you tell the
difference?
Pinnacle Runway Pty Ltd v
Triangl Limited
[2019] FCA 1662
Read the Decision
Judge: M
 urphy J

Authors
Sean McManis

The Parties
Pinnacle Runway Pty Ltd (Pinnacle) is a
manufacturer of women’s clothing. Pinnacle’s
products are sold under the DELPHINE trade mark in
Australia and overseas.
Triangl Group Limited (Triangl) manufactures and
sells women’s swimwear. Triangl’s products are sold
under the brand TRIANGL in Australia and overseas.

The Trade Marks
Pinnacle is the owner of trade mark no. 1705228 dated
6 July 2015, being the word DELPHINE registered for
“Clothing; Headwear; Swimwear” in class 25.

The key issue and basis of the ultimate decision is
neatly summarised by Justice Murphy:
Triangl admitted that, over a period of six weeks,
it marketed and sold in Australia a bikini style in
three different floral designs under the TRIANGL
Trade Mark using the name DELPHINE, but
denied using DELPHINE “as a trade mark”. It
argued that it employed the TRIANGL Trade Mark
to distinguish its products from those of other
traders and it only used DELPHINE as a “style
name” so as to assist consumers to differentiate
that one of its many bikini styles from its other
styles. It put on evidence to show that there is
a widespread practice in the women’s fashion
industry in Australia of using style names in
relation to women’s fashion garments, including
swimwear, and that women’s names are
commonly so used. Triangl contended that
consumers were used to this practice and that
its use of the name DELPHINE was unlikely to
be perceived by consumers as distinguishing
Triangl’s goods from the goods of other traders.
For a trade mark registration in Australia to be
infringed, the infringing use needs to be use “as a
trade mark”. Consequently, determining whether a
name or other sign is used “as a trade mark” is an
issue of key importance in any such proceedings.

The Decision
The present case concerned a fundamental clash over
whether and when a name is being used as a trade
mark. At the heart of this issue is the view of the Court
that there will only be use as a trade mark when that
use is intended to distinguish the user’s goods from
those of other traders.
Further to this, the Court accepted evidence
that various names are used not to distinguish
one trader’s goods from those of another, but to
distinguish only the different products within a range
sold by a particular trader.

For a brief period of time, Triangl marketed and
sold in Australia three different styles of bikini under
its TRIANGL trade mark. It also used DELPHINE
in connection with the bikinis, but claimed that
DELPHINE was used as a “style name” to differentiate
that style of bikini from others also sold under its
TRIANGL mark.

Pinnacle presented evidence from a marketing
consultant and lecturer in marketing concerning
brand architecture and perceptions. It claimed that
sub-brands function as trade marks and referenced
the typical brand architecture hierarchy of:

Background and Issues

b. family brand - which is a brand that is used in more
than one product category but is not necessarily
the name of the company or corporation;

Pinnacle alleged infringement of its trade mark
registration for DELPHINE by Triangl. The allegation
concerned the use of that word in relation to bikinis.

a. corporate or company brand - which is the overall
or head brand;
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c. individual brand - which is a brand that is restricted
essentially to one product category, although it
may be used for several product types; and
d. modifier - which describes a specific size, flavour,
configuration or function of the product.
Triangl presented evidence from a public relations
and marketing consultant with experience in the
fashion industry. His evidence was that there is
common use of ‘style’ names simply to distinguish
the different collections sold by traders, rather than to
indicate origin.
It was claimed that typically the business’ principal
brand, in this case TRIANGL, performed the role of
distinguishing the trader’s goods from the goods of
others, not the style names used.
DELPHINE was used on Trangl’s website, with varying
degrees of prominence, in contexts such as:

• typically, DELPHINE was used in a similar font size
as the names given to the different colours and
floral patterns, which is inconsistent with use as
distinguishing commercial origin; and
• DELPHINE products were generally displayed
as part of a wider range of styles with various
different names. For example, on the website if the
consumer clicked “View All” they would see images
of approximately 35 Triangl bikini styles (all having
different names) and if they clicked “New Arrivals”
they would see 4 new styles.
As a consequence, the Court was convinced that
consumers would understand that TRIANGL was
the trade mark being used to identify the source
of the bikinis and that DELPHINE, like other style
names, was not being used as a badge of origin
or as a ‘sub-brand”.
The Court emphasised that the context of use is “all
important” in assessing such issues and found that
use in the present case was not use “as a trade mark”.
The case also included an interesting observation
on the admissibility of evidence from the Wayback
Machine. While this is generally considered hearsay,
it has been admitted on occasions as a matter
of discretion.
In the present case, Murphy J accepted evidence
that Wayback screenshots are ordinarily produced
automatically. As a consequence, in the absence
of evidence to the contrary, it was accepted on the
basis of being a document produced without human
intervention

The Significance
The case breaks new ground and challenges
perceptions of what a trade mark is, and when a
name is functioning as a trade mark.
The case creates additional uncertainty for parties
seeking to enforce trade mark rights and provides a
new characterisation of the defence that a name is
not being used as a trade mark, when there is also
use of a principal or ‘house’ brand.
The Court was persuaded by the industry evidence.
In concluding that DELPHINE was not being used by
Triangl as a trade mark, it took into account factors
such as:
• evidence from Triangl that it did not intend to use
the name to distinguish its goods from those of
other traders but only to distinguish a particular
style of bikini from those within its broader range;
• whenever DELHINE was used, there was generally
more prominent use of TRIANGL;
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Whether a name is being used as a style name
(or something akin to a style name) rather than
being used as a trade mark will depend upon the
circumstances of each case, and it is an issue that will
likely give rise to considerable debate.
The case is presently the subject of an appeal.
Assuming it proceeds to a decision, the result will be
closely watched.

When does use
on a website
infringe an
Australian
Trade Mark
registration?
Lamont v Malishus & Ors (No.4)
[2019] FCCA 3206
Read the Decision
Judge: M
 anousaridis J

Authors
Kathy Mytton and Sean McManis

The Parties
The applicant, Darren Lamont (“Lamont”) is a musical
artist who has been performing under the name
“MALISHUS” since 2005.
The respondent company, Malishus Limited, was
incorporated in New Zealand in May 2013 with
Robert Jurcic and Clinton Selwyn as directors. Prior
to incorporation, Jurcic and Selwyn, who both lived in
Victoria, operated in partnership.

The Trade Marks
Lamont owns four registrations for trade marks
containing or consisting of the word MALISHUS,
namely:
• no. 1127629 in class 25 for clothing, accessories,
headwear and footwear;

• no. 1523037 in class 25 for clothing, accessories,
headwear and footwear;

• 1639005 MALISHUS in class 41 for musical services;
and
• 1640398 MALISHUS in class 25 for apparel (clothing,
footwear, headgear).

Background and Issues
Jurcic became aware of Lamont’s earliest MALISHUS
trade mark in 2007 but he and Selwyn proceeded
to register the domain names malishus.com and
malishusbrands.com. Business name registrations
for MALISHUS were obtained in August 2010 and a
Facebook social media page was created in March
2011. From around July 2011, Jurcic and Selwyn
operated an e-commerce website under the
malishus.com domain name.
They also owned various Australian trade mark
registrations and applications for marks containing
MALICIOUS or MALISHUS, including a MALISHUS &
Device registration in respect of sunglasses (but not
clothing), as well as owning MALISHUS registrations
in New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the
United States.
After a failed attempt to have Lamont’s earliest
MALISHUS KONCEPT mark removed from the Register
for non-use in 2012, the respondents closed down
the malishus.com website and, in August 2013, they
transferred operations of the e-commerce site to the
newly registered malishus.co.nz domain name. They
also registered the domain name malishus.com.au.
Lamont claimed that one or more of the respondents
infringed his MALISHUS trade marks by:
• registering and using domain names incorporating
the word MALISHUS in connection with the sale of
MALISHUS branded clothing;
• selling or offering for sale in Australia clothing to
which the word MALISHUS was applied; and
• posting advertising material on Facebook that
included the word MALISHUS in connection
with clothing.
Lamont also claimed that by using the word
MALISHUS the respondents had engaged in
misleading and deceptive conduct.
The respondents admitted that they had used
the name MALISHUS in their domain names and
business in respect to the sale of clothing, but denied
that there was any use of the trade mark in Australia.
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They said that only sunglasses (use on which would
not infringe Lamont’s registrations) were directed
to the Australian market and that their clothing
business was directed outside of Australia to countries
where they held relevant trade mark rights.

The Decision
Trade Mark Infringement
The Court found that use of the malishus.com
domain name by the respondents was use of
MALISHUS as a trade mark in relation to clothing
in Australia. This was because the respondents
intended or directed or targeted the domain name
malishus.com to consumers in Australia through
representations that the clothing displayed on
the e-commerce site was available to Australian
consumers. Online advertising included statements
such as “Free Shipping Any Where” and the
respondents did not make it clear that the clothing
products were not available in Australia. The malishus.
com domain name was substantially identical to
Lamont’s MALISHUS word mark registrations in class
25, and deceptively similar to his earliest composite
MALISHUS KONCEPT trade mark in that class, and so
infringement was established.
His Honour also found that offers for sale of clothing
to Australian consumers, made via the respondents
Facebook page, also constituted infringement.
However, the mere registration of a domain name
does not amount to infringement, and as there was
no use of the malishus.com.au domain name, the
registration of that domain name did not infringe
Lamont’s registrations.
Further, the domain name malishus.co.nz was found
to be directed solely to persons in New Zealand, and
not Australia. Consequently, use of that domain name
and use on that site did not infringe any registrations.
His Honour found that Lamont was not able
to establish a sufficient reputation in MALISHUS
in Australia to establish a claim for misleading
or deceptive conduct under the Australian
Consumer Law.
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Remedies
A permanent injunction was granted restraining
Jurcic and Selwyn from using MALISHUS in Australia
as a trade mark in relation to T-shirts or any other
clothing apparel, footwear or headgear.
The domain names malishus.com and malishus.com.
au and the MALISHUS business name were cancelled.
As Lamont was not able to establish that he had
suffered any damage, only $10 in nominal damages
were awarded for the infringement. However, in light
of the respondent’s flagrant infringement and, as
a deterrent, the judge ordered additional damages
of $25,000 plus interest. The respondents were also
required to file an affidavit in respect of any articles
of infringing clothing held by them stating whether
they had been destroyed or whether the offending
trade mark had been removed.

The Significance
This case confirms that while the mere registration
of a domain name does not amount to infringement,
its use in relation to the sale of products targeting the
Australian market may infringe an Australian trade
mark registration, as may other uses on the website.
The internet facilitates a global marketplace, but
it also exposes online businesses to trade mark
infringement overseas. In order to avoid or minimise
this risk, online businesses should take care to
ensure that they are not targeting a wider market
than intended. Appropriate steps include clearly
defining the market at which the products are
directed, indications of where products can and
cannot be sent, and appropriate disclaimers in
online advertising.

Background and Issues

NAB’s reputation
takes it over
the bridge

Hearing Officer: Robert Wilson

NAB applied to register the NAB Logo mark for a wide
range of goods and services. The Examiner raised an
objection against this mark under s44, on the basis
that it was too similar to four earlier registrations and
covered the same or similar goods and services. Each
of the earlier cited registrations were comprised of
the plain words “THE BRIDGE” and covered goods
and services that are the same or similar to those
covered by the NAB Logo mark (although, while not
noted in the decision, the only same goods or services
concerned philosophical education and certain
personal services). After several failed attempts to
persuade the Examiner to reconsider this objection
(on the basis of written submissions), NAB filed a
request for this matter to be heard by the Registrar.

Authors

The Decision

Nathan Sinclair and Sean McManis

When assessing whether the NAB Logo mark is
substantially identical with or deceptively similar to
each of THE BRIDGE marks, the Registrar applied
the traditional test for the comparison of marks as
outlined in Shell Co of Australia Ltd v Esso Standard
Oil (Australia) Ltd. The Registrar also took guidance
from the comments of Jacobson J in Millennium &
Copthorne International Limited v Kingsgate Hotel
Group Pty Ltd with respect to the various historical
principles outlined in past authorities as follows:

National Australia Bank
Limited (No.4)
[2020] ATMO 41
Read the Decision

The Parties
National Australia Bank (NAB) is one of the largest
banks in Australia.

The Trade Mark
NAB was the applicant for the below trade mark no.
1911174 dated 5 Mar 2018 (NAB Logo mark) for several
goods and services in classes 9, 35, 36, 41, 42, 44, 45:

Without seeking to reformulate the various
statements of principle stated in the Full Court
authorities, it is sufficient for present purposes to
identify the critical elements which seem to me
to inform the issue of deceptive similarity in the
present case. There are nine elements.
First, the judgement of likelihood of deception is
a practical one. It requires an assessment of the
effect of the challenged mark on the minds of
potential customers.
Second, the question of deceptive similarity is
not to be decided by a side-by-side comparison.
It is to be determined by a comparison of
the impression based on recollection of the
opponent’s mark that persons of ordinary
intelligence and memory would have, and the
impression that those persons would get from the
opposed trade mark.
Third, allowance must be made for imperfect
recollection.
Fourth, the effect of the spoken description must
be considered.
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Fifth, it is necessary to show a real tangible
danger of deception or confusion.
Sixth, a trade mark is likely to ‘cause confusion’
if the result of its use will be that a number of
persons are ‘caused to wonder’ whether the two
products come from the same source.
Seventh, all surrounding circumstances must
be taken into consideration. The circumstances
include those in which the marks will be used,
and in which the goods or services will be bought
and sold, as well as the character of the probable
acquirers of the goods and services.
Eighth, the question of whether there is a
likelihood of confusion is not to be answered by
reference to the manner in which a party has used
the mark, but by reference to what an applicant
can do. That is to say, the use to which it can
properly put the mark if registration is obtained.
Ninth, if a registered trade mark includes words
which can be regarded as an ‘essential feature’ of
the mark, another mark that incorporates those
words may cause a tangible danger of deception
or confusion by reason of consumers retaining an
imperfect recollection of those words. However,
care must be taken to not too readily characterise
words in a composite trade mark as an ‘essential
feature’ because to do so may effectively convert
a composite mark into something different.
Reference was also made to comments by French J in
the Woolworths decision (see above), where it was held:
reference to the familiarity of the name
‘Woolworths’ in Australia was appropriate. Where
an element of a trade mark has a degree of
notoriety or familiarity of which judicial notice
can be taken, as is the present case, it would be
artificial to separate out the physical features of
the mark from the viewer’s perception of them.
For in the end the question of resemblance is
about how the mark is perceived. In the instant
case the visual impact of the name ‘Woolworths’
cannot be assessed without a recognition of its
notorious familiarity to consumers.
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The Hearing Officer concurred with NAB’s
assertion that the NAB Logo is as well-known as
“WOOLWORTHS” and there was nothing before the
Hearing Officer which obviously distinguishes that
case (Woolworths) from the present matter. On this
basis, the Registrar held that the NAB Logo mark
was not substantially identical or deceptively similar
to the earlier THE BRIDGE marks and accepted it for
potential registration.

The Significance
The decision is short on detail and while not stated
specifically, it seems that NAB’s mark was accepted as
well-known simply on the basis of general knowledge,
rather than evidence. As NAB is a well-known bank,
the extent to which that reputation is relevant in
respect of the services in direct conflict with the prior
registrations, namely ‘Courses, lectures and seminars
on philosophical subjects’ and ‘Personal care services
(non-medical nursing assistance); Providing nonmedical assisted living services for personal purposes’,
is debatable. However, the Hearing Officer seems
to have accepted it as sufficient, irrespective of the
nature of the services.
When examining a trade mark for potentially
conflicting rights under s44, Australian examiners
do not consider the “reputation” of the respective
marks involved in their initial assessment. However,
where one particular element of a trade mark has a
high degree of notoriety or familiarity to Australian
consumers, the owner’s reputation in that element
may be considered as a “surrounding circumstance”
when determining whether or not two marks are
“deceptively similar”. While the degree of notoriety
or familiarity required by a trade mark is not entirely
clear, and examiners will typically need this to be
proved, it is reasonable to conclude that the owner
must have made lengthy and widespread use of the
relevant mark in Australia, such that most Australian
consumers are familiar with the mark and its owner.

The Parties

Names of Films –
Trade Marks
or Not Trade
Marks?
Long Way Home Holdings Pty Ltd v
Saroo Brierly Enterprises Pty Ltd
[2020] ATMO 109
Read the Decision
Hearing Officer: Robert Wilson

Authors
Sean McManis

Long Way Home Holdings Pty Ltd (LWHH) is a
subsidiary of See Saw Films Pty Ltd (See Saw), which
holds rights to the film LION.
Saroo Brierly Enterprises Pty Ltd is a company of
which Saroo Brierley is the sole director. The film LION
is based on Saroo Brierley’s life story.

The Trade Marks
Saroo Brierly Enterprises Pty Ltd is the owner of trade
mark no. 1875547 dated 5 October 2017, being the
word “LION” registered for theatre, production of live
performances and musical services in class 41.

Background
Superficially, film titles seem just like trade marks.
They are names used to identify a particular
product. However, the nature and types of titles vary
considerably, as does their function.
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In some cases, the film title is derived directly from
a prior publication, in others, it directly describes
what the film is about. In other cases, it is at best
suggestive. The function of names in the title also
vary to an extent depending upon whether it is
indicative of a series of releases, or a one-off film.
There are few judicial decisions in Australia on this
issue. The two that most readily spring to mind
concern Disney’s Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Christodoulou v Disney Enterprises Inc [2005]
FCA 1401) and a television program called Discover
Downunder (Bauer Consumer Media Ltd v Evergreen
Television Pty Ltd [2019] FCAFC 71).
In the case concerning Disney’s Hunchback of
Notre Dame, it was alleged that Disney’s proposed
use of Hunchback of Notre Dame in respect of a
musical production was an infringement of a trade
mark registration for Hunchback of Notre Dame.
As might be expected, the Court found that the
word “Disney’s” functioned as a trade mark but that
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” was simply being used
to describe a musical based on a book commonly
referred to as The Hunchback of Notre Dame. Hence
there was no infringement.
In the case of Discover Downunder, it concerned an
application to register that trade mark in respect of
the “production of television programs”. In that case,
the Court did not need to decide whether Discover
Downunder functioned as a trade mark. This is
because it decided that use and intended use as
the name of a television program was not intended
use for the “production of television programs”. The
business of producing television programs was to be
carried out by the production company, whose name
was Evergreen, not Discovered Downunder.
With this paucity of judicial consideration, it is useful
to look at decisions at the level of the Trade Marks
Office. Here we find that film and television program
titles have not typically been considered use as
a trade mark. Decisions in respect of Braveheart
(Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation v Michael
F Durkan [2000] ATMO 5), Veronica’s Closet (Time
Warner Entertainment Company LP v Cosmopolitan
Enterprises Pty Limited [2001] ATMO 83),
Thirtysomething (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc v
Andrea Margaret Higgs [2007] ATMO 44) and Matrix
(Time Warner Entertainment Company LP v Just
Spectacles Pty Ltd [2003] ATMO 43), found no use as
a trade mark. However, Die Hard (Twentieth Century
Fox Film Corporation v Die Hard [2001] ATMO 43) was
distinguished on the basis that it was a name used to
identify a series of productions.
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In the case of Braveheart, an opposition to
registration of BRAVEHEART THE MUSICAL, in
respect of theatre musical production services, was
nevertheless successful on the basis that, while
Braveheart was not considered to have been used
as a trade mark, use of the name by a third party
would connote an association with the film by virtue
of its reputation.
Also, in the Twentysomething case, the Hearings
Officer commented that:
By analogy, the television series name is just
that. It is not an indicator of the trade source
of the goods. Had the opponent applied the
name, or licensed others to apply the name,
‘thirtysomething’, to merchandised goods sold
in Australia then I would have no hesitation in
finding that there was use of the name as a trade
mark in relation to those goods.
In the Die Hard case the rationale was explained:
I think that motion pictures, if there is a series of
them, fall into the same genus of publication as
the newspapers, sound recordings, magazines
and newspapers referred to above. By analogy,
therefore, the titles of motion picture films should
also be capable of functioning as trade marks.
Whether particular movie titles do function
as trade marks, will, naturally, depend on the
evidence how such indicia have been used and
whether such indicia have, in fact, developed
trade mark significance.
As regards the decision in the Matrix case, as at the
relevant date, only one Matrix movie had been released

The Decision
The decision concerned a film called Lion, which
is based on the story of young Indian man, Saroo
Brierley, who grew up in Australia. At the age of
five, he lost contact with his family in India when
he was at a train station waiting for his brother,
who never returned. After surviving three weeks in
Calcutta by himself, he was placed in an orphanage
and subsequently adopted by an Australian family.
He then spent the next 25 years living in Tasmania,
Australia. He then went searching for his natural
parents in India, eventually being re-united with
them and discovering that his original name was
Sheru, meaning Lion.
The book, which was called A Long Way Home,
received wide acclaim and a film adaptation called
Lion, was subsequently produced. The film starred
Dev Patel and Nicole Kidman and was nominated for
six Academy Awards.

The story was written by Mr Brierley, with some
editorial assistance, and he licensed the film rights,
but kept musical and theatrical rights separate.
The holder of the licensed film rights, See-Saw wished
to produce a stage show, but was not granted rights
by Mr Brierley, who applied for registration of the
trade mark LION in respect of a range of theatre and
musical services in Class 41. LWHH, a subsidiary of
See-Saw, then opposed that application.
According to the evidence, See-Saw decided to
change the name of the title of the film from A Long
Way Home to Lion. According to them, Mr Brierley
was not approving of this name.
In brief, the Hearing Officer found that LWHH did not
have any good basis for opposing the acceptance of
Mr Brierley’s application because its use of Lion as a
film title was not use as a trade mark.
On the further issue of whether Mr Brierley’s
application was filed in bad faith, because it was
filed at a time when he was negotiating with
LWHH concerning theatrical rights, the Hearing
Officer decided:

The Significance
Whether a film title, or words in a film title function
as a trade mark, depends upon the circumstances.
Currently, it seems that a one-off film title will not
usually be considered use as a trade mark. However,
where there is a series, for example Harry Potter and
Star Wars, the identifying name used consistently
across the series will usually function as a trade mark.
There is also likely a distinction to be drawn between
use in respect of films and use in respect of
merchandise, and the merchandising of a film title
may also enhance its prospects of being considered a
trade mark, even in respect of the film.
Similar considerations are relevant in respect of book
titles and song titles, and it is worth noting that even
if the title is not being used “as a trade mark”, there
may still be protectable property, as indicated by the
decision in the Braveheart case.

Mr Brierley has rights in the story contained in
that book which he may choose to licence to
others, or not, as he sees fit. Mr Brierley chose to
grant rights to See-Saw to produce a film based
on the story in his story. A film was made and
was entitled LION—this is not some random
title but the meaning of a phonetic equivalent
of his first name. Whether Mr Brierley decided
on that title for the film or was happy with that
title or not is of little import here. Mr Brierley was
approached by See-Saw to produce a stage show
based on his memoir. That Mr Brierley might
have seen monetary value in a trade mark and/
or sought, through the Applicant, to improve his
bargaining position in negotiations in respect of
rights he owns by applying to register LION as
a trade mark seems a natural approach, rather
than behaviour which is likely to be seen as
unscrupulous, underhand or unconscientious in
character by persons adopting proper standards.
This is especially so in the light of my finding that
the Opponent has, at no time, used LION as a
trade mark.
As a result, the opposition to the LION trade
mark application was unsuccessful and the
mark was registered.
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New Zealand cases

ACTAZIN v
ActiPhen –
A Tale of Two
Cities or In
The Ear of the
Beholder
Pharmazen Limited v
Anagenix IP Limited
[2020] NZCA 306
Read the Decision
Judges: Brown, Dobson and Nation JJ

Authors
Sean McManis

The Parties
Pharmazen Limited (Pharmazen) manufactures
and sells nutritional ingredients for human and
animal consumption. One of its products is branded
ActiPhen and is made of kiwifruit powder.
The Anagenix group of companies have a focus
on natural products relating to digestive health.
Anagenix IP Limited (Anagenix) develops ingredients
for supplements and finished products for sale.

The Trade Marks
Pharmazen was the applicant for New Zealand
trade mark ActiPhen (trade mark application no.
1042298) for various pharmaceutical preparations
and dietary supplements in class 5, including
“kiwifruit powder for use as an ingredient in dietary
supplements (medicinal purposes); kiwifruit powder
(not for medicinal purposes) for use as an ingredient
in dietary supplements”, and for various printed
materials in class 16 relating to those products.

Anagenix is the owner of New Zealand registered
trade mark ACTAZIN (trade mark no. 814805) for
“kiwifruit extract powder as a dietetic substance or
ingredient adapted for human health and medical
use including dietary, health and nutritional
supplements, medical food and functional foods and
beverages” in class 5 and “kiwifruit extract powder
as a dried fruit ingredient in the manufacture of
food and chilled dairy products, including drinking
yogurts” in class 29.

Background
Both the ACTAZIN and ActiPhen trade marks
were used, or intended to be used, in relation to
nutraceuticals containing kiwifruit. The botanical
name for kiwifruit is Actinidia, which is relevant to the
parties’ decisions to use trade marks containing the
prefix ACT-.
In the case of ActiPhen mark, Pharmazen indicated
that the suffix “Phen” is a reference to phenolic
compounds, being phytonutrients that are naturally
occurring in plants.

Previous Decisions and issues
Previous NZ Decisions
The Assistant Commissioner of Trade Marks refused
to register the ActiPhen mark based on a view that
the ActiPhen and ACTAZIN marks are visually similar
and have a substantial degree of similarity in their
likely pronunciation.
The High Court upheld the decision of the Assistant
Commissioner of Trade Marks, finding that the marks
look similar and are “phonetically extremely similar”.
Pharmazen appealed the decision to the New
Zealand Court of Appeal.

Australian Office Decision
While only at the level of the Trade Marks Office, in
Australia the opposition to registration of ActiPhen
was unsuccessful because the Registrar’s delegate
found that:
• while the trade marks “share the same three letter
prefix ACT- and the last letter ‘N’, there exist such
differences in spelling that there is a clear picture
of dissimilarity between the trade marks”;
• “the trade marks contain very different aural and
visual structures within the trade mark being
“-iPhe-“ in comparison to “-azi-“ which are very
different in look and sound”;

• “the trade marks are likely to be pronounced
in a number of different ways by the general
monolingual Australian consumer particularly
when the suffixes of the trade marks are so
different. I do not believe that ActiPhen would be
pronounced in so similar a fashion as ACTAZIN by
a significant number of consumers. The differences
in spelling between the trade marks is simply too
great”.
The sharp “eye” or “ee” sound at the end of Acti
in ActiPhen was noted, as was the fact that the
representation of the mark makes it clear how
the word would be broken for the purposes of
pronunciation. The difference in the central syllable
and the importance of the “zee” sound was noted in
ACTAZIN.

The NZ Appeal Decision
The New Zealand Court of Appeal was persuaded to
uphold the decision of the High Court on the basis
that:
• both marks are invented words and so do not
convey dissimilar ideas;
• they are of a similar length (seven vs eight letters),
have three syllables, share the first syllable “ACT”
and conclude with the letter “N”, resulting in
significant visual similarity;
• there was no persuasive evidence to indicate that
“ACT” is a recognised abbreviation of Actinidia, or is
otherwise descriptive, generic or a common part of
trade marks for the specified goods;
• while there was no independent or expert
evidence as to pronunciation, and accepting that
the marks in question may generate a variety of
pronunciations, the Court found “a substantial
degree of similarity”;
• the first part of the trade marks was considered the
most important for the purposes of comparison
– this principle is derived from the decision in Re
London Lubricants (1920) Ltd’s Application (1925) 42
RPC 264 at 279.
Interestingly, while all three New Zealand decisions
expressed the view that there is a substantial degree
of phonetic similarity between the trade marks, they
all differed slightly on the most likely pronunciations
of the marks:
• The Assistant Commissioner considered the most
likely pronunciations to be “Act-a-Zin” and “Ac-teFen”;
• The judge of the High Court considered the most
likely pronunciations to be “Act-i-zin” and “Act-i-fen”;
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• The Court of Appeal thought that ActiPhen would
most likely be pronounced “Act–teh-fayrn”, and that
both ACTAZIN and ActiPhen would be pronounced
with a falling inflection and primary emphasis on
the first syllable “Act”.
The case was unusual in that Anagenix was only
using the ACTAZIN mark for export. This led to
argument being presented on behalf of Pharmazen
that there can be no likelihood of confusion if the
products will not be competing in the New Zealand
market. However, the Court of Appeal confirmed that
the assessment required under section 25 involves
consideration of notional use.
In passing, it is worth noting that use for the
purposes of export protects a registered mark against
cancellation for non-use.
The New Zealand Court of Appeal was referred to
the Australian Office decision; however, this was not
considered persuasive. Separate from jurisdictional
differences, the Court noted that there is a difference
in the onus between Australia and New Zealand. In
Australia, the opponent bears the onus of establishing
that there is a likelihood of deception or confusion,
while in New Zealand the onus rests with the
applicant to demonstrate that there is no likelihood of
deception or confusion.
Significantly also, the New Zealand accent can give
rise to differences in aural similarity. The New Zealand
accent tends to clip vowels so that, for example, “e”
tends to become like “i”, so “sheep” can sound like
“ship”, and “i” tends to become like “u” so “fish” sounds
like “fush”.
Allowing for accents is difficult since accents
vary across a population. However, while accent
differences do not usually make a significant
difference, the present case demonstrates that
they can. The difference in the New Zealand accent
helps explain the different view taken on phonetic
similarities between the trade marks.
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The Significance
The present case can be seen as demonstrating that
while the principles to be applied in an assessment
of similarities between trade marks are generally
consistent between Australia and New Zealand,
differences in decisions are possible due to:
• The difference in onus which, in Australia,
requires the opponent to establish a likelihood
of confusion, while in New Zealand the applicant
needs to demonstrate that there is no likelihood of
confusion;
• Differences in the pronunciation of words;
• The simple fact that comparing trade marks often
involves no clear dividing line between names that
are, or are not, too similar. Consequently, it is quite
possible for different decision-makers, faced with
the same facts, to make different findings.
The New Zealand decision also demonstrates that if a
party wishes to argue a ground, such as dissimilarities
in pronunciation, evidence supporting such claims is
likely to strengthen their arguments.

Background and Issues

Frucor gets
the green light
and maintains
its V Green
registration
Frucor Suntory
New Zealand Limited v
Energy Beverages LLC
[2020] NZIPOTM 5
Read the Decision
Assistant Commissioner of Trade Marks:
Wendy Aldred

In June 2017, Energy Beverages filed an application
for non-use revocation of the V Green mark. The V
Green mark has the following endorsement on the
NZ Trade Marks Office database:
“The mark consists of the colour green (Pantone
376c), as shown in the representation attached
to the application, applied as the predominant
colour to the goods, their packaging or labels.,
Section 18(2) of the Trade Marks Act 2002 applies.”
The relevant non-use period is 21 May 2014 to 21
May 2017.
Energy Beverages filed the revocation application
following a threat of infringement from Frucor
arising from its use of an ink mix equivalent to
Pantone 376c in its “KICKED APPLE get-up” for its
MOTHER energy drink.
Energy Beverages claimed that Pantone 376c
looks like:

Authors
Kathy Mytton and Sean McManis

The Parties
Frucor Suntory New Zealand Limited (Frucor) and
Energy Beverages LLC (Energy Beverages) are
competitors in the energy drink market. Energy
Beverages produces the “MOTHER” branded energy
drink and Frucor the “V” branded product.

The Trade Marks
Frucor is the owner of trade mark registration 795206
for the following trade mark (the V Green mark)
covering “Energy drinks; none of the aforementioned
being cocoa-based beverages” in class 32:

which is different to the registered mark. It
consequently claimed that Frucor had not
made genuine use of the V Green mark in New
Zealand during the relevant period, applied as the
predominant colour to its goods, their packaging
or labels.
Both parties gave evidence regarding the Pantone
Colour Matching System (PCMS), which is an
internationally recognised system of standardising
colour tones.
Frucor established that it had submitted with the
application for registration of the V Green mark an
original square sample cut from a roll of labels coated
with PMS 376 with metallic finish. PMS 376 is a base
formula for a green colour.
Energy Beverages argued the Frucor could not have
used Pantone 376c on its V cans because the “c” suffix
indicates it is a colour that can only be applied to
coated paper stock and not metallic substrates.
Frucor admitted that the colour swatch supplied with
the application was not Pantone 376c, but only “the
PMS reference which best reflects the colour of 376
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when printed on a metallic substrate” such as a can
or metallic foil label. This view was consistent with
Energy Beverages’ own evidence – “Frucor has mixed
up a colour – the “V” green – to match or mirror
Pantone 376C as closely as possible”.
Frucor submitted that the difference in colour
between the sample provided at filing and the
representation appearing on the register was due
to the degradation in colour from the copying
and scanning processes undertaken during the
digitisation of IPONZ IP records in 2009. Energy
Beverage’s own evidence demonstrated how printed
colour degrades through such repeated processes.

The Decision
What is the appropriate representation of the trade
mark for the purposes of assessing use?
In the High Court decision in Levi Strauss & Co v
Kimbyr Investments [1994] 1 NZLR 332, Williams J held
that the written explanation of the mark defines the
trade mark and not the image of the mark on the
register:
“the opening words of the written description
state that “the mark consists of”. In the absence
of any other words explicitly stating that the
pictorial representation is to govern, those words
are decisive”.
While noting that the colour swatch attached to the
trade mark application was a considerably different
shade of green to that appearing on the register,
the Assistant Commissioner applied Levi Strauss
and found that the relevant representation is that
attached to the application for the trade mark, as
specified in the written explanation. Accordingly, she
did not consider that the different representation
of the colour on the register was relevant to the
assessment of use of the trade mark.
Although not strictly necessary for the Assistant
Commissioner to reach a conclusion as to the reason
for the difference between the colour chip as shown
on the register and the colour as described in the
application, she accepted Frucor’s explanation
that the difference appears to have arisen from the
process of uploading the colour swatch to the register
during the digitisation process in 2009.

Was there genuine use of the V Green trade mark in
the course of trade during the relevant period?
Having found that the written explanation of the
trade mark overrides the representation provided,
the issue for determination is whether the evidence
of use relied upon by Frucor constitutes qualifying
genuine use of “the colour green (Pantone 376c)
as shown in the colour swatch attached to the
application, applied to the goods, their packaging
and labels”.
Energy Beverages claimed that Frucor’s evidence of
use was insufficient to establish genuine use of the
mark in the course of trade in New Zealand. It argued
that the representation of the mark as attached
to the application and the reference to “the colour
green (Pantone 376c)” are inconsistent, or otherwise
incapable of together describing a trade mark, or
being used as such. The Assistant Commissioner
rejected this argument as an attempt by Energy
Beverages to challenge the validity of the mark itself
(which is not permitted under s66).
The Assistant Commissioner agreed with Energy
Beverages’ contention that the goods referred to in
the written explanation of the trade mark are the
beverages themselves (Frucor did not contend that
the trade mark is applied to the liquid drink), but
accepted Frucor’s submission that the use of the
trade mark on cans or bottles is use “in relation to” the
goods. She said this conclusion is of little significance
to the revocation application, because if use of the
trade mark on cans or bottles does not constitute use
in relation to the goods, it will certainly constitute use
in relation to packaging.
After reviewing the different categories of use, the
Assistant Commissioner was satisfied that there was
sufficient evidence of use of the V Green mark by
Frucor in New Zealand during the relevant period on
V cans, can multipack shrink wrap and paperboard
packaging for multipack bottles, as well as related
promotional and advertising materials.
Consequently, the application for revocation failed
and the V Green mark was permitted to remain on
the register.

The Significance
This decision is informative in clarifying how to
interpret depictions of non-traditional marks that
appear on the Register of Trade Marks in New Zealand,
and indicates the importance of accurately describing
such trade marks in the application for registration.
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